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BUILDING A BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE

STAAD.Then

STAAD.Now

STAAD has just received its biggest, most exciting
update ever! The CONNECT Edition.
When engineers see it, they say, “Wow!”
• Physical modeling enables BIM workflows by automatically generating
the analysis models.
• Interoperability with desktop and mobile applications such as AECOsim
Building Designer, AutoPIPE, Revit, and Tekla is stronger than ever.
• Cloud services enable access to edit models from mobile devices and run
many design alternatives in parallel resulting in side-by-side comparisons.

See for yourself. Request your free trial!
www.bentley.com/STAAD
© 2018 Bentley Systems, Incorporated. Bentley, the “B” Bentley logo, and STAAD are either
registered or unregistered trademarks or service marks of Bentley Systems, Incorporated.
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Get

Your Tickets Today!

ACI EXCELLENCE IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION AWARDS GALA

Monday, October 15, 2018 • Las Vegas, NV, USA • The ACI Concrete Convention & Exposition

Tickets are now available for the ACI Excellence in Concrete Construction Awards Gala. This premier event
will celebrate the concrete industry’s most prestigious and innovative projects from around the globe.
Tickets for this event have sold out in previous years. Those who wish to witness the best of the best should
purchase tickets soon – tickets are available for purchase individually for $95, or as a table of 10 seats for
$950. Tickets can be purchased through Convention registration, or through ACI’s online store. Student ticket
pricing is also available for $25 through Convention registration.

Learn more at www.ACIExcellence.org

FROM THE PUBLISHER
I decided a couple months ago to take a social media holiday. I had plenty of good reasons
to do so. Those reasons included the tremendous amount of time I found myself spending
on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, much of which, I concluded after some introspection,
was a complete waste of time. Another good reason is the negativity that all that social media
contains. Because a good part of my reliance on social media was for news, I got a lot of
negative information on the political situation, environment, world threats, criminal behavior
of people toward pets and children — and more. On top of it, I found myself posting way
too much information about myself, my kids, and my stuff — much of which “the public”
just doesn’t need to know. And finally, my attention span was becoming ridiculously short.
Lately, I wouldn’t even pick up a magazine, much less a book. It was clearly time for a break!
So I simply turned off Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, and here’s what’s happened:

Social media
holiday

Putting time previously spent
on Facebook, Instagram, and
Twitter to better use.

Suddenly, I had all this time — Sure, I am still super busy with multiple businesses and
being a college professor. And yes, it was hard to get away from my tremendous addiction
of checking my phone every 15 seconds, but once I did I was rewarded with time. Time to
interact with real people, listen, read, and think.
My mental outlook immediately improved — Less negative and more positive — less
depressed. Social media facilitates knowing too much about everyone, and that gives you
reasons not to like them. A lot of what isn’t negative on social media is often sarcastic, which
becomes tiresome, especially if it starts to creep into everything you do.
I could think about my businesses — I came up with several new ideas that I think will
be helpful. I called some people I hadn’t spoken with in too long. I talked with some others
I should have been talking with more. I think a lot of good will come from freeing my time
and mental energy.
I became a better listener — Instead of halfway listening to other people, I could all-theway listen. And I could give them my full attention, not my usual partial attention. I found
right away that I enjoyed talking with people more. The benefit of that is people like you
more. You seem like you care because you actually do care more because you are more tuned
in and more empathetic.
I became painfully aware of how much social media has been a platform for me to glorify
my ego. All the posts showing my stuff, my kids, and my accomplishments were way too
much. Showing off becomes addictive and it paints an unrealistic portrait of me and my real
life. The social media holiday is going to make me less egocentric and humbler. People will
know less about me — and that’s OK.
I bought a new book and read it.
With all of these benefits from my social media holiday, I’ve decided to extend it and make it
a longer-term deal. And while, yes, I will need to seek out new sources of information to stay
better informed and new ways to market our businesses and myself, I think the result will be
more innovation, less conformity, and more authentic uniqueness. Time will tell if I’m right.
So, turn off your phones and enjoy the August issue of Civil + Structural Engineer
magazine — and thank you for reading!
MARK C. ZWEIG
mzweig@zweiggroup.com
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C+S ENGINEER ONLINE
Civil + Structural Engineer provides news and articles online to
supplement content in this print issue.
Visit csengineermag.com daily for the latest news and check out the
following articles posted online with the August 2018 issue:

KEEP YOUR PROJECT COVERED WITH

CLEARSPAN STRUCTURES

Enterprise Risk Management in
Infrastructure — Part 3

SATISFIES
PURCHASING
REQUIREMENTS

030117-CSS

SATISFIES PURCHASING REQUIREMENTS

By John Brown Miller, Ph.D.

The third part in this three-part series on the emergence of enterprise
risk management (ERM) in infrastructure describes a prototype
application of the ERM methodology built by the author in Microsoft
Excel. The prototype illustrates how ERM logic is used to build a
straightforward Excel spreadsheet to apply modern asset management
principles to public infrastructure networks. This logic applies to the
local, regional, or state levels.
ERM offers an outcomes-based approach to jointly manage capital
and maintenance risks. ERM is linear, from bottom to top. Each piece
stacks on top of the piece below it, unifying decision-making from
the smallest activity to the network level. One set of Mission Targets,
Likelihood, and Consequence goals are applied from the bottom to
the top of the network. Yet, the flexibility of scenario analysis allows
each element to be adjusted, at any level, at any time.
Read the entire article at http://tinyurl.com/erm-aug18.

Project Profitability:
If it isn’t broken, don’t fix it
By Howard Birnberg, Association for Project Managers

“If it isn’t broken, don’t fix it.” — This trite cliché is often used as
a justification for inaction by firm management. Unfortunately, it
is total nonsense. If we lived and worked in an unchanging world,
there might be some logic to the concept; however, our world is very
dynamic.
The construction industry in particular is subject to the constant
winds of change, such as building and office technology, regulations
and codes, society, the marketplace, project financing and delivery,
and the economics of running a business.
Read the entire article at http://tinyurl.com/projectprofit-aug18.

F or nearly 40 years c lear s pan F aBrIc s tructures has
been covering engineers with dependable structural solutions.
I ndustry -l eadIng W arrantIes - ClearSpan structures are built to last. With

triple-galvanized steel frames and durable covers, they can withstand corrosive
environments and will compliment your business for decades to come.

c ost -e FFectIve B uIldIng s olutIons - Drastically reduce construction costs, monthly
utilities and maintenance requirements, with a structure that is superior in quality.

I n -H ouse F InancIng I s B ack - As low as 4.99%.
V isit WWW . clearspan . com or call 1.866.643.1010
to find out how we can help with your structure needs

When you have marketing needs
but you don’t have marketing time,
and you want
“out-of-the-box” thinking,
outsource to a proven professional

The Siben Consult, LLC
for strategic planning, marketing processes,
SOQ and proposal development, short-list
presentation development, interview coaching,
and other marketing needs

TSC

Bernie Siben, CPSM

Austin, Texas
559-901-9596
siben@sibenconsult.com
www.sibenconsult.com
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engineering our future
Although a lot of firms currently have more work than they can handle, and their biggest problem is

recruiting quality individuals, many would argue that the next Great Recession, or worse, is just around
the corner. Now is the time to begin contemplating how to position your firm to thrive in the next
downturn. Firms that are successful in troubled times are market leaders, thought leaders, and experts in
their fields that are responsive to clients and fulfill their needs.
Being a leader is more about who you are than about what you do. It is your value set and principals that
inform your actions which, in turn, attract talent and clients. Following are a few things that firms can
do to become recognized leaders.
Remove friction for clients — Solving problems for clients is what produces revenue. Being a leader
is about listening to what your clients are trying to tell you. Do you have a process in place that solicits
feedback from clients at various touchpoints in a project, or at the very least as part of project closeout?

Leadership
and surviving
troubled times

Position your firm now to thrive in
the next downturn.

If you want clients to be passionate about your firm, the key is to remove obstacles in their lives. Keep
it simple. Each step that makes your clients’ lives more difficult or time consuming — figuring out what
you do or how to get in contact with you — leads to decreased motivation to do business with you.
Further, what are the pain points they face from ideation through project completion? Are you responding
to clients quickly and providing them answers that add value? In the age of instant gratification and
connectedness, you cannot be unresponsive or competitors will eat your lunch. Identify these things and
you will have passionate brand advocates for your firm.
Align by market sector — This is all about determining how clients find the services they need. When
times are tough, will health care systems be looking for the best health care firm to work on their project
or an architect or engineer that has done a few hospitals in the past? It is a subtle difference. Market
sector organization improves project expertise and provides additional leadership opportunities. It is
a mindset shift that positions your firm to be thought of as the market leader or thought leader for the
specific markets you serve.
The first step is to identify the specific market sectors that make sense to establish as areas of differentiation.
Once determined, the next step is to identify market sector leaders within your organization who will
function as the “CEOs” of the markets they lead. They will be charged with creating business plans that
will become retention, recruiting, and staff development tools as well as accountability tools.
Practice discipline for greater freedom and flexibility — The best firms practice discipline at each
level of the organization down to the individual. They develop values, standards, and procedures that
they consistently follow and act upon. We only have so much time in the day. The best performers get
up early, put in more hours, spend the extra time to market and network for their firms, and actively
improve their skillset with or without the firm’s help. You need to make time for these activities. This is
an intrinsic self-discipline, a matter of personal will. Discipline is paramount to success; it is not easy
but results in increased freedom and flexibility of choices and actions.
A firm that has disciplined standards and procedures can operate as a flatter organization and requires
less centralized decision making. This frees up leaders to think more strategically and employees don’t
feel micromanaged. But, maintain a careful balance to ensure that discipline does not impose artificial
constraints or restrict thought.
Implementing these ideas will position your firm as a recognized leader and differentiate you from
competitors. They will help you survive troubled times and build a scalable organization.
PHIL KEIL is director of Strategy Consulting, Zweig Group. Contact him at pkeil@zweiggroup.com.
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The strength of the system

SCN Smooth-Shank
Connector Nails
CS Coiled Strap

SD Connector Screws
HU Joist Hanger
SCN Smooth-Shank
Connector Nails (HDG)

SCNR Ring-Shank Connector Nails (SS)

LCE4 Post Cap (ZMAX )
®

H2.5A Seismic/Hurricane Tie (SS)

The best partners for installing our connectors are our fasteners.
Simpson Strong-Tie offers a complete line of structural screws and nails designed
and tested for use with our connectors to help you build safe, strong wood-frame
structures. And our complete connector and fastener system includes our high
quality standard, customer-focused service and national distribution.
To learn more, visit go.strongtie.com/products or call (800) 999-5099.

© 2018

Simpson Strong-Tie Company Inc. FASTCON18

on the rise

Wendy Broley, P.E.

Michael P. Bauman,
AIA

Tom Mortensen, PLA

Carl Gibson III, P.E.

Awards, promotions, and new hires
Brown and Caldwell promoted Wendy Broley, P.E.,
to vice president and One Water leader. The One Water approach views all water as valued resources to be
managed holistically and sustainably. Broley has 18
years’ experience in water and wastewater engineering
and operations.
Tom Mortensen, PLA, received a promotion to
assistant director of the land development services
division at raSmith. Mortensen’s career spans more
than 30 years in the landscape architecture, planning,
design, and construction professions.
Michael P. Bauman, AIA, joined Davis, Bowen &
Friedel, Inc. as an associate to the firm’s architectural
department in Milford, Del.

Maggie Walsh

Richard Hertzfeld

Jennifer Brown

Mackrena L. Ramos,
P.E.

Shawn Fitzhugh

Wyatt Knutson

Damon Thomas

Jake Leventhal, P.E.

Carl Gibson III, P.E., joined WMH Corporation,
serving as one of the key transportation leaders in expanding WMH throughout California. His responsibilities include managing the new Sacramento office.
Maggie Walsh, vice president at HDR, was appointed as the new chair for the WTS International
board of directors. As chair, Walsh’s responsibilities
include overseeing the organization’s continued drive
to open doors for personal and professional development for WTS members.
CT Consultants, Inc. announced the addition of Jennifer Brown as a new shareholder. She has more than
16 years’ experience as an economic development
strategist, including experience as an assistant city
manager. Richard Hertzfeld joined CT Consultants
as senior engineer in the firm’s Toledo, Ohio office.
He has an extensive background in transportation,
bridge design, construction administration, and environmental design.
Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, Inc. promoted
Mackrena L. Ramos, P.E., to program manager of
City of Houston’s Surface Water Transmission Program (SWTP).

William Gorlin, P.E.,
SE.

Nancy McClain, P.E.,
F.MSPE, F.NSPE
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CTL|Thompson named a slate of new leaders. Principal Engineer Shawn Fitzhugh was named vice
president and manager of the firm’s Denver division,
its largest office. Principal Engineer Wyatt Knutson
was named vice president and manager of the firm’s
Wyoming division, which he also developed. Principal Engineer Damon Thomas was named president

of CTL|Thompson Materials Engineers, Inc., an affiliate company that manages CTL’s materials testing.
McLaren Engineering Group announced that Staff
Engineer Jake Leventhal, P.E., was given the
Young Engineer of the Year award by the New York
State Society of Professional Engineers (NYSSPE)
because his innovative, custom engineering solutions
to complex projects across the New York metro region. NYSSPE also awarded McLaren Engineering
Group’s vice president and Entertainment Division
chief, William Gorlin, P.E., SE., the Engineer of the
Year. His experience includes engineering some of
the world’s largest live theaters, concert touring sets,
and amusement attractions.
Ryan Morson joined Stantec as an associate, transit
stations design lead to support growth of the Transit
Buildings practice in North America.
Giffels Webster announced that Nancy McClain,
P.E., F.MSPE, F.NSPE, senior engineer, was awarded Engineer of the Year by the Michigan Society of
Professional Engineers for her diverse resume of
industry involvement during the last 30 years.
David Tiberi, P.E., PMP, CCM, rejoined HNTB
Corporation as construction program manager and
vice president for its expanding West Division transportation infrastructure practice.
The International Parking Institute (IPI) recognized
Mary Smith, P.E., senior director of Parking Consulting for Walker Consultants, with the 2018 IPI
Lifetime Achievement Award. Smith’s expertise and
creativity can be seen in thousands of parking projects across the United States, Canada, Abu Dhabi,
China, Dubai, Egypt, Indonesia, Korea, Kuwait,
Qatar, Russia, and Turkey.
Maser Consulting PA hired Brian E. Curtis, Esq. as
corporate general counsel for the firm.
Urban Engineers promoted Meredith Clark, PHR,
SHRM-CP, to vice president. She serves as the
firm’s director of human resources.
Hubbell, Roth & Clark, Inc. appointed Todd Sneathen, P.E., vice president, to its board of directors.
Sneathen will broaden the capacity of the board with
his extensive background in the public works sector.

The Year in

2018 Conference
Join infrastructure leaders and executives in London to
hear from industry thought leaders, engage in forums
and discussions, and learn about technologies and
best practices that will shape the future of infrastructure
delivery and operations.
Presented by Bentley Institute, the Year in Infrastructure
Conference is a global gathering of leading executives
in the world of infrastructure design, construction, and
operations focused on best practices and technologies
for going digital. The Year in Infrastructure Awards,
formerly known as the Be Inspired Awards, is an exciting
and well-regarded global competition that recognizes
the “going digital” advancements in infrastructure.
See presentations from award nominees and join us
at the celebratory gala, recognizing the world’s most
outstanding infrastructure projects in 2018.

October 15 – 18, 2018 I Hilton London Metropole
REGISTER AND LEARN MORE AT
YII.BENTLEY.COM
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events
AUGUST 2018

SEPTEMBER 2018

2018 North Carolina Drone Summit and Flight Expo
Aug. 5-7 — Greensboro, N.C.

33rd Annual WateReuse Symposium
Sept. 9-12 — Austin, Texas

Keynote talks, panel discussions, and contributed presentations cover
the spectrum of commercial and public safety UAS applications.
A Flight Expo will showcase drone mission capabilities by flying
demonstration missions onsite during the conference.
www.ncdronesummit.com

Low Impact Development Conference
Aug. 12-15 — Nashville, Tenn.

Organized by the ASCE-Environmental & Water Resources Institute
Urban Water Resources Research Council, the conference highlights
interdisciplinary practice, research, and implementation of low-impact
development, green infrastructure, sustainable urban drainage systems,
and water-sensitive urban designs.
www.lidconference.org

Learn what’s working, what’s new, and what’s next in water reuse at
the nation’s only conference dedicated solely to advancing the policy,
technology, innovation, and public acceptance of water reuse.
https://watereuse.org/news-events/conferences/annual-watereuse-symposium

2018 Zweig Group Hot Firm + A/E Industry Awards Conference
Sept. 20-21 — Dallas

Comprehensive business conference for leaders and aspiring leaders of
AEC firms in the U.S. includes topics on technology, leadership challenges,
business planning, marketing methods, recruiting and retention, and growth
strategies, as well as success stories of Zweig Group award winners.
https://zweiggroup.com/2018-hot-firm-conference

Plastic Pipes XIX
Sept. 24-26 — Las Vegas

Billed as the largest event in North America dedicated to stormwater
and surface water quality professionals. Includes a technical program
and an extensive exhibition.
www.stormcon.com

Organized in collaboration with the PE 100+ Association, Plastics Pipe
Institute, Inc., and The European Plastic Pipes and Fittings Association,
a technical program will cover emerging innovations, case studies, key
industry research, environmental aspects of the industry, processing,
standards development, testing, and regional/country updates.
www.ppxix.com

NIST Disaster Resilience Symposium
Aug. 14-15 — Gaithersburg, Md.

WEFTEC
Sept. 29-Oct. 3 — New Orleans

StormCon
Aug. 12-16 — Denver

2016 Disaster Resilience Grant Research Program recipients will
present their research and findings from the first year of their award.
Topics include Disaster and Failure Studies, National Earthquake
Hazards Reduction Program, Wind Impact Reduction, and Reduced
Ignition of Building Components in Wildland-Urban Interface Fires
Project.
www.nist.gov/news-events/events/2018/08/disaster-resilience-symposium

Successful Successor Roundtable
Aug. 15-17 — New Orleans

Discuss the highest-level issues facing newcomers to the C-suite and
individuals who are preparing to take on a CEO role in today’s AEC
firm.
www.zweiggroup.com/seminars/successful-successor-seminar

Wetland Construction: Principles, Planning, and Design
Aug. 22-24 — Hillsborough, N.J.

Introduction to the fundamentals of functional design, including the
means to rapidly assess the distribution of hydrology on a site and
create useable hydrographs for presentation of a wetland design.
www.cpe.rutgers.edu/courses/current/eh0604ca.html

Water Environment Federation annual water quality technical conference
and exhibition, providing extensive educational opportunities and
access to the field’s most cutting-edge technologies and services.
www.weftec.org

OCTOBER 2018
Designing Cities 2018
Oct. 1-4 — Los Angeles

An expected 800 officials, planners, and practitioners will meet to
advance the state of transportation in cities.
https://nacto.org/conference/designing-cities-2018-los-angeles

Newforma World User Conference
Oct. 2-4 — Tucson, Ariz.

General and customer-led sessions include Project Center V12,
alternative ways to use workflow, document control vs. document sets,
techniques to drive user adoption, mobile apps, and more.
www.newformaworld.com

Resilience Innovations Summit and Exchange (RISE)
Oct. 9-10 — Denver

Managing the impact of natural and man-made disasters on infrastructure,
12
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bringing together transportation leaders from around the country.
http://transportationrisesummit.com

ASCE Convention
Oct. 12-15 — Denver

Annual American Society of Civil Engineers flagship membership event
offers a state of the industry and profession, professional development,
multidisciplinary technical education, strategic issues/public policy
discussion, and significant projects.
www.asceconvention.org

ACI Concrete Convention and Exposition
Oct. 14-18 — Las Vegas

Attendees collaborate on concrete codes, specifications, and practices.
Technical and educational sessions provide the latest research, case
studies, best practices, and the opportunity to earn Professional
Development Hours.
www.aciconvention.org

The Year in Infrastructure 2018 Conference
Oct. 15-18 — London

Bentley Systems’ annual event featuring industry specific forums,
keynotes, and technology updates. Plus, The Year in Infrastructure
Awards finalist presentations showcasing more than 50 infrastructure
projects worldwide and an awards banquet.
https://yii.bentley.com

WE 18
Oct. 18-20 — Minneapolis

Organized by the Society of Women Engineers, the largest gathering
of women engineers across all major engineering disciplines features
the theme, Let’s Break Boundaries. Tracks include career management,
entrepreneurship, leadership, and more.
https://we18.swe.org

ICC Annual Conference, Code Hearings, and Expo
Oct. 21-31 — Richmond, Va.

Education programs for building safety professionals at all levels of
their career that cover the I-Codes, disaster response, leadership, new
technologies, and more.
www.iccsafe.org/conference

The Principals Academy
Oct. 25-26 — Charleston, S.C.

preparedness, cybersecurity, protecting critical infrastructure,
controlling water loss, new technology, intelligent water systems, and
more.
www.awwa.org/conferences-education/conferences/water-infrastructure.aspx

National Coastal Conference
Oct. 30-Nov. 2 — Galveston Island, Texas

The theme of the 2018 conference, Resilient Shorelines for Rising
Tides, focuses across the entire physical coastal and estuarine system to
promote best management practices, while learning the latest science,
engineering, and policy needed to maintain and improve the health of
beach-front and estuarine shorelines and ecosystems.
http://asbpa.org/conferences/future-meetings

NovemBER 2018
Vectorworks Design Summit
Nov. 4-6 — Phoenix

One-on-one sessions with Vectorworks software experts and breakout
sessions exploring detailed workflows and best practices.
www.vectorworks.net/design-summit

Trimble Dimensions International User Conference
Nov. 5-7 — Las Vegas

Learn how Trimble hardware, software, and service solutions maximize
productivity and boost profitability across agriculture, construction,
geospatial solutions, transportation and logistics, and multiple emerging
industries.
https://trimbledimensions.com

CEO Roundtable Bourbon Experience
Nov. 7-9 — Louisville, Ky.

Exclusive event for top leaders to discuss the highest-level issues facing
CEOs and the C-suite of today’s AEC firms.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/ceo-roundtable

DBIA Design-Build Conference and Expo 2018
Nov. 7-9 — New Orleans

Workshops, panel discussions, and keynotes by industry leaders
addressing the real-world challenges that America’s design-build teams
and owners face across all sectors.
www.designbuildexpo.com

Intensive course in all aspects of managing a professional service
firm, including business planning, marketing/business development,
accounting, financial management, project management, leadership,
mergers and acquisitions, ownership transition planning, and
recruitment and retention.
https://zweiggroup.com/seminars/the-principals-academy

Water Infrastructure Conference
Oct. 28-31 — Atlanta

Program topics include asset management practices, aging and
inadequate infrastructure, resiliency to climate events, emergency
august 2018
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Branching out

Eyeing opportunities in new states? Timing is key.

By Christian Haring

Selecting the right mix of opportunities to pursue is key to sustainable, profitable growth, but getting there can be a costly endeavor for
engineering firms of all sizes. The average firm pours a lot of staff
hours into vetting and preparing proposals and wins only 30 to 40
percent of the opportunities. When evaluating requests for proposals
and qualifications in new jurisdictions, additional variables come into
play. What regulatory obstacles must be overcome before the firm can
submit a response? How long will the process take? By understanding
the licensing process and knowing what to look for in a new state, firms
can build realistic timelines into the go/no-go process and widen their
business development horizons.
When it comes to regulatory requirements, all states are not created
equal. In some states, a firm may merely need to have the right licensed
staff available to begin offering services; in others, they may be looking at forming a new entity and navigating a four-month registration
14
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and licensing process. The following summarizes the key aspects to
consider when evaluating the regulatory hurdles in a new jurisdiction
and the time required to clear them.

Non-COA states

The simplest scenario is states that don’t require certificates of authorization (COAs), covered in detail in a previous article on firm licensing
(Don’t ignore firm licensing, Civil + Structural Engineer, April 2018,
page 16, https://csengineermag.com/article/dont-ignore-firm-licensing).
Where COAs aren’t required, firms may be able to meet their requirements by having engineers who are licensed within the state and available to complete the work. This requires having sufficient licensed
staff to deploy to the new location, at a minimum, and potentially more
substantial investments such as establishing branch offices.

Foreign qualification

Most states require a COA application, which also generally requires
foreign qualification with the secretary of state. When handled efficiently, this can be a reasonably quick process in many states. But miss
a step or make an error in your paperwork, and the timeline can very
quickly stretch into twice as long or longer.
For example, foreign qualification generally takes from one to six
weeks when applications are correct as submitted. Unfortunately, in

some states, as many as half of applications are rejected due to errors. Errors do not have to be significant to derail an otherwise sound
application. In New York, for example, the Office of the Professions
publishes a list of 23 errors that can lead to return of an application,
including leaving the periods out of the corporate designations P.C. or
D.P.C. When errors are discovered, state officials don’t have time to
write, explain the deficiency, and invite a response. They merely reject
the application and your staff has to figure out where they went wrong
and then start the process all over again.

In some states — including Arizona, New Hampshire, and Virginia —
a separate COA is required for each branch office.

Fees for foreign qualification range from as little as $50 to $775. The
process also entails designating a registered agent to receive service of
process and other critical documents, registering for taxes, and in some
cases filing an initial report. These tasks are concurrent with the rest,
however, and don’t affect the timeline for offering services.

All of these variables affect the number and placement of licensed
staff required to work in a given jurisdiction. When your firm lacks
a licensed professional to fill one of these requirements, the licensing
timeline grows dramatically, since individual licensure can be every bit
as time-consuming as firm licensure in many states.

COAs

Because individual licensure plays such an important role in the firm’s
ability to enter new states, it pays to invest early in individual licensure
of your principals, engineers in responsible charge, and other engineers
on staff. Identify your top three states for expansion and conduct a
thorough analysis of what expansion would require. Use the results to
inform future licensing research and planning in your business development efforts.

The COA application takes longer, typically from four to eight weeks,
although in a few states it is currently taking as long as 12 weeks.
One important aspect to remember is that COAs are approved at board
meetings, which generally run monthly or quarterly. Depending on the
timing of the meetings, this can extend the turnaround considerably.
Some jurisdictions request that applications be submitted a week or
longer before the meeting.
With this longer timeline to consider, errors in the COA application
can be particularly damaging to your plans. Because of the complexity
of the documents and steps, in tough jurisdictions such as Illinois and
New York, multiple rejections are not uncommon, leading to licensing efforts that run well over six months with no relief in sight for
frustrated staff.
One common source of rejections is missing prerequisites or working out of step with the state’s established procedures. For example,
foreign qualification usually comes first, but in at least seven states
the order is reversed. Wisconsin is the friendliest state in this regard,
allowing firms to apply for the COA and foreign qualify concurrently
if desired.
It’s also important to note that just because a state doesn’t require a
COA does not mean the process of qualifying to practice will be fast
or easy. California, for example, requires firms to submit an “organization record” and appoint for every branch office an owner, partner, or
officer in responsible charge who is licensed within the state and who
is “physically present at the branch office… on a regular basis.”

Licensing staff

Where COAs are required, firms must appoint an engineer in responsible charge — generally one who is licensed in that state — to provide
direct supervision of all related services. In some states, a separate
responsible engineer may be required for each specialty. Each state
further defines the level of supervision required to meet the standard of
“responsible charge” differently. In some states, the firm will need an
engineer in charge working full-time in each office location; in others,
the standard is “regularly employed,” and some supervision may be
provided remotely or split among locations.

Evaluating a new state: Items to review

When you’re considering geographic expansion, to get an accurate
view of the steps and timing, research state requirements in all of the
following areas:
• certificates of authorization through the state engineering board;
• licensing for principals, engineers in responsible charge,
and other staff;
• registration (foreign qualification) with the secretary of state;
• firm names, management, ownership, and corporate structure;
• order of steps required by both the secretary of state and the engineering licensing board; and
• licensed specialties and allied professions that the firm currently provides or may provide in the future.

Licensing ROI

At both the individual and firm levels, licensing is a relatively small
investment that unlocks massive opportunities. When you’re in the
midst of a challenging application, the process can seem designed to
discourage and deny, but once the paperwork is complete, every new
state broadens your firm’s opportunities and capabilities dramatically.
By approaching the regulatory aspects of growth methodically and
proactively, you can take control of your firm’s destiny and help ensure
that those hours invested in the proposal process pay off.
CHRISTIAN HARING is an account executive at Harbor Compliance
(www.harborcompliance.com), specializing in professional licensing for
engineering, architecture, and construction firms. With a focus on mid-sized
and large firms, Haring understands the need for precision and clarity in
managing multi-jurisdictional licensing. Contact Haring at 717-298-8128 or
charing@harborcompliance.com. Note: Harbor Compliance is not an accounting or law firm and does not provide tax, financial, or legal advice.
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“I want it, too,” you agree, “but all those cranes represent buildings
already designed by other firms. How do the next few years shape up
there for design work? Please tell me about your research.”
“Well, the VP and I had a conversation about this. We think the local
economy is solid and should hold that way for the immediate future, if
that’s what you’re asking. What other research did you have in mind?”
he asks.
“Well,” you say, “here are the first questions that come to my mind
when you say you want to open a new office.”

Expansion plans

There has to be a better reason than great weather for golf.
By Bernie Siben, CPSM

Marketing research is “the process of systematically gathering,

recording, and analyzing data about customers, competitors, and the
market… to help create a business plan, launch a new product or service, fine tune an existing product or service… and expand into new
markets” (www.wikipedia.com).

You start rattling off a series of questions, such as:
• How much local work could there be for us over the next one to three
years?
• Should we perhaps win a job there first and then open the office?
• How many other architects, engineers, and full-service firms like ours
already have offices there?
• How do those other firms compare with us on quality and reputation?
• Have we been in direct contact with the cities of Phoenix, Mesa, Tempe,
and Scottsdale, as well as Maricopa County?
• Have we been in contact with any private firms in the area?
• Will we take our total current service mix or just a part of it?
• What kind of staff will we need to start and where will they come from?
Will we transfer people from our other offices or will they be new/local
hires?
• What are the anticipated start-up costs for office space, salaries, equipment and supplies, utilities, and others?

That 41-word definition could very well cover every strategic marketing decision made by any firm operating in the AEC, planning, and
environmental arena. I bet most marketers often look up when their
firm announces a new strategic initiative, scratch their heads and wonder, “Who made this decision with no marketing research?”

By this point, the CEO has loosened his tie, mopped his brow twice,
and acquired a “deer-in-the-headlights” look on his face.

Here’s a “hypothetical” situation similar to one I went through with one
of my earliest clients. Imagine: You’re an A/E firm marketing manager.
Your CEO walks into your office and says, “We’re going to open a
Phoenix office. Please get your folks started on an announcement card,
a press release, and new letterhead.”

You look directly into his eyes and ask, “Do you want to still be in
business a year from now?”

You ask, “Really? A new office? Why Phoenix?”
He laughs and says, “Phoenix has a really long golf season!”
But there has to be more to the decision to open a new branch office
than the frequency of great weather for golf, tennis, or skiing.
“Yes,” you reply, smiling, “but is there any work for us in the area?
Golf is a great marketing tool, but it won’t keep our folks billable if
there’s no work.”
“Well, every time I go there, I see a bunch of cranes in the skyline,” he
says. “I want a share of that activity for us.”
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He says, “Well, we didn’t get quite that far in our discussions. Do we
really need to answer all those questions before we make a move?”

You stare at each other for 30 seconds.
“Look, I don’t want to scare you,” you say, “but with office space,
a few staff people, and the necessary equipment, utilities, printing,
public relations, and other things you need for a new office, we could
be investing $500,000 or more just for the first year. It could be six
months to a year before we land our first project, and another three
to six months until we get the Notice to Proceed. I want to make sure
that we’ve considered everything before we make that kind of commitment.”
“You’re right. Thanks,” he says. “OK, get back to me by the end of
the day and tell me what we need to know, how you plan to find the
information, and how quickly you think we can move on this.”
You type up the questions you just asked the CEO and print copies. You

print the department’s work schedule for the next three weeks. Then
you grab your pad and coffee cup and assemble the marketing staff in
the conference room.
You tell them about your recent conversation with the CEO, pass out
your list of questions, and ask, “What else do we need to know?” After
a quick “greenlight” session, the consensus is that it will require:
• some primary research — telephone interviews with city and county
folks, owners, and construction firms; and
• a lot of secondary research — business journal “top 25” lists, business
sections of local newspapers, city and county websites, the U.S. Department of Commerce website and publications, almanacs, atlases, and
other compilations of data on regional growth, etc.
Once you have figured out the questions and how long the research will
take, and compare that with your current workload, you may have to
decide about outsourcing the market research, a very common practice.
Once the research is complete, you’ll need a day or two to review,
analyze, and prepare recommendations and supporting information for
the CEO.
“Too far-fetched even to be hypothetical,” you think? Absolutely not!
In fact, it happens all the time: People throughout the firm make strategic marketing decisions without involving the marketing staff or even
knowing, much less asking, the questions that need to be asked.

You need more? How many firms do you know that operate without a
business plan based on real research and hard numbers (or without any
plan at all)? How many firms make strategic decisions about long-term
survival based on “gut feelings” rather than real data based on research
and actual experience?
As marketing professionals, one of our critical skill sets is market
research. But all too often, firm leaders view us simply as “the folks
who do proposals,” or as graphic designers. So they make strategic
decisions about the future without even involving marketing leaders.
Well, the world changes — and as markets change, marketing also
changes. And marketing professionals change, too. Today’s marketing is also about data collection and management, synthesis, and use.
We don’t just list the facts anymore; we recognize that big purchasing
decisions always have an emotional component, so we use data and
personal experience to write compelling narratives.
Opening a new branch office has equal possibilities for great success
and unmitigated disaster. It can be a bold step, but only when properly
and fully thought out. If any assumptions are allowed into the decision
equation, you must make sure those assumptions are correct, and not
just wishful thinking. As author David Weber observed in his 2013
novel, Like A Mighty Army, “…while audacity was the handmaiden of
success, overconfidence was the handmaiden of disaster.”
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management files
The internet has opened up amazing possibilities for research conducted right from our desks, research that can benefit our firms by
minimizing risk if they give us the right training and support and then
set us free to find and analyze the data. But we then must make our firm
leaders aware of our new skills and the benefits that can result when we
are allowed to put them to work.
The typical firm leader never has the currently unallocated time to do
the research necessary for a new branch office decision. Marketing
staff are often overcommitted, which makes it hard to find the time for
solid research. Outsourcing the market research is often the answer, and
there are plenty of small firms with experience doing market research

for AE and related firms. More important than who does the research is
the question of who analyzes the results and helps make the decisions.
The more competitive the industry gets, the more vital it is that firms
engage in proper research before committing their resources and risking their survival — and the more those firms need to recognize that
marketing professionals have valuable strategic information, perspectives, and insights to bring to the table.
BERNIE SIBEN, CPSM, is owner and principal consultant at The Siben Consult,
LLC, an independent AE strategic and marketing consultant located in Austin,
Texas. Contact him at siben@sibenconsult.com or at 559-901-9596.

Figure 1: Digital signatures verify document authenticity of the signer and document integrity by providing proof of tampering.

Civil and structural
engineers’ guide to
digital signatures
Understand common uses and the security they provide.
By Lila Kee
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Most people are familiar with “electronic signatures” and “digital signatures,” but not everyone understands the difference between the two
terms. While the term electronic signature is broad and unstandardized,
a digital signature refers to a very specific kind of electronic signature based on public key cryptography. This underlying cryptography
provides greater security and assurance regarding the signer’s identity,
validity of the signature, and integrity of the document contents. By
using digital signatures, civil and structural engineers can reap benefits
such as faster time-to-market, meeting the regulatory requirements
of departments of transportation (DOTs), and even protection against
litigation.

Today, more than a dozen states allow digital signatures for signing a
wide variety of engineering documents as a replacement for wet ink
signatures, seals, and stamps. For those civil and structural engineers
who haven’t yet used digital signatures, it’s likely it won’t be very long
before you do. Because of this, it will be important to understand the
“ins and outs” of how digital signatures are most commonly used by
professional engineers.
What does a digital signature do? — Not only does a digital signature vastly improve security versus an electronic signature, it also
verifies document authenticity of the signer and document integrity by
providing proof of tampering (see Figure 1).
How does a digital signature get applied? — Avoiding the complicated
math associated with public key cryptography, the most important point to
understand is that your digital ID will be tied to a public and private key
pair (www.ssl2buy.com/wiki/what-is-a-public-and-private-key-pair) that
although related are distinctly different (asymmetric). Your public key
is widely distributed along with your digital certificate that identifies
you and perhaps your company to all who receive your signed documents. The associated private key is never shared since it’s the key that
is used to apply your signature. The security of your private key is of
the utmost of importance since a stolen or compromised private key is
the equivalent of losing control of your driver’s license.
Although digital certificates can be self-generated, publicly trusted
digital signatures have several additional attributes. The certificate

issuer (e.g., GlobalSign) and user (e.g., professional engineer) must
follow strict measures on how the certificate and associated private key
is issued and maintained.
The Certificate Authority (CA; https://searchsecurity.techtarget.com/
definition/certificate-authority) must:
• comply with strict governance established by major browser and document work-flow providers such as Microsoft, Adobe, and Mozilla;
• adhere to periodic audits to assure compliance; and
• meet third-party (e.g., Adobe) policy and technical requirements.
Policy and technical requirements identify verification (both the engineer and optionally his/her organization), detail how the signer’s private key is protected, and provide a mechanism to revoke certificates
that are deemed compromised.
The end user (professional engineer) must protect their private key,
whether stored locally on a USB token or other approved security device, or credential to invoke cloud signatures held by the CA.
While these collective obligations provide engineers a bit of extra burden initially, the benefits compared with basic electronic signatures or
non-public trusted certificates are wide reaching:
• Recipients of signed documents are provided high assurances that the
identity associated with the signature is authentic.
• Instant interoperability — Default settings in Adobe Acrobat, Reader,
Cloud Signature Consortium, Microsoft Office, and many other docu-
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Figure 2: As part of the signature validation process, if changes are made to the document, an error message appears.

•

ment workflow software will automatically present a trusted signature,
avoiding the need to ask recipients to manually trust your signature.
Legally admissible — Should the document integrity or authorship get
challenged, the signature evidence is likely to hold up in a court of law

How states employ digital signatures

Adobe’s Approved Trust List (AATL) certificates are used widely by
civil engineers who submit documents such as shop drawings, working
drawings, and product data submissions to state and local DOTs. Given
the consequences of design flaws or contractors not following designs
as specified, DOTs understand the stakes are high, especially when it
comes to designs around roads, bridges, and tunnels.
For example, in Connecticut, engineers, architects, and construction
contractors are able to digitally sign drawings, agreements, and other
documents via engineering software such as Bluebeam. A digital ID
must also be purchased in order to apply a digital signature, and they
must meet the specifications of the AATL.

Four common digital signature requirements

It’s worth examining practices from other states as well since each
one has the authority to decide which rules it will enforce. Following
are four common core requirements for digital signature use based on
language from digital signature laws in California, Oregon, and Washington, D.C. Check local laws and regulations before investigating
solutions that will best meet your needs.
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The digital signature must be unique to the person using it — Not
surprisingly, whether you are receiving a signed document or signing
one yourself, you want to be certain the person who needs to be signing
your document is actually the right person. Because of the anonymity
of the internet, there are limited ways to confirm that someone is who
he or she says they are.
One method is to be externally vetted by a third-party CA. CAs are
entities that are publicly trusted to assign digital identities to individuals, departments, or companies. This is accomplished by submitting
identity verification documents to the CA, which then issues you a
unique digital certificate confirming your online identity. You use this
certificate to apply digital signatures to your project. This means you
can be confident that you alone can apply a digital signature in your
name and your recipients can also be confident that it was really you
who signed the document.
The digital signature must be capable of verification — Verifying
the validity of a signature is extremely important whether it is digital
or wet ink. This is the reason high-value transactions (e.g., applying
for loans and certain contracts) often require a notary for wet ink signatures — the parties involved want to ensure the people signing the
documents are who they say they are. In this case, the signatures are
verified by the notary.
But what about digital signatures? This is where acquiring one from a
publicly trusted CA comes in handy. Because a trusted third-party CA

verifies your identity before issuing your certificate and you use that
unique certificate to apply your digital signature, there is clear evidence
on every document you sign that shows who signed the document,
when it was signed, and who verified the signer.
The digital signature must be under the sole control of the person
using it — As discussed throughout this article, it’s critical to be certain
a signature in the document was actually applied by the individual. All
parties involved in the electronic document exchange need to know that
you and you alone can apply your digital signature.
For digital signatures, this comes down to protecting your signing certificate because if someone has access to it, they can use it to digitally
sign in your name. Storing your certificate on cryptographic hardware
(e.g., FIPS-compliant USB token) is a common option for this and
means that in order to apply your signature, you need the token itself
and a password. In the case of theft of your physical hardware token,
the thief would still need your token password to use your signing credentials. When you’re ready to begin researching vendors, make sure
they offer some kind of hardware certificate protection, and if not, that
they have an alternative means of meeting this requirement.
The digital signature must be linked to data in such a manner that
if the data is changed, the digital signature is invalidated — Content
integrity and protecting intellectual property is essential, especially for
the engineering industry. You want to be certain that whatever is in
the document you sign off on or publish can’t be altered. Fortunately,

applying a digital signature essentially creates a tamper-evident seal on
the document. Part of the signature validation process (which happens
automatically and behind the scenes when someone opens a signed
document) involves comparing the content of the document before and
after the signature was applied. If changes were made, an error message
will appear (see Figure 2).

Other benefits of digital signatures

The benefits of going paperless have been clear for years, but signatures
were often a sticking point — what is a secure electronic alternative and
would that electronic signature be accepted legally? Fortunately, state
electronic signature regulations are helping to answer both of those
questions for engineering companies that want to make the switch.
Digital signatures are the clear solution for professional engineers. Capable of authenticating the signer, validating the signature, and ensuring
content integrity — coupled with secure time-stamps — they meet the
requirements highlighted above that are the basis to most state engineering electronic signature requirements. In fact, the California, Washington, D.C., and Oregon laws referenced in this article all mention
digital signatures specifically, as opposed to other types of electronic
signatures. While there are other components needed to implement a
fully electronic document workflow, when it comes to signatures, all
signs are pointing to digital.
LILA KEE is GlobalSign’s (www.globalsign.com) general manager of the
Americas and chief product officer.
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Building a
strong foundation

Modeling lays the groundwork for a successful
hospital project in Orlando.
By Amr M. Sallam, Ph.D., P.E., M.ASCE

In the budget-driven and time-sensitive health care industry, reduc-

ing the project delivery schedule can produce significant cost savings
and make these critical facilities available to the public sooner. The
recently constructed Florida Hospital for Women in Orlando, Fla.,
demonstrates how collaboration between the owner, key design partners, and construction team can open opportunities for unique design
and construction solutions while also expediting construction. In the
case of this project, the relationships and communication between the
project leaders led to a final project design saving the client more than
$1 million and allowed the facility to open two months earlier to begin
serving the community.
The new Florida Hospital for Women facility, a 12-story,
430,000-square-foot tower, has 322 beds with three floors of 108-bed
capacity reserved as shell space. Opened in January 2016, the facility
has 14 labor and delivery suites, 13 operating rooms for obstetric and
women’s services, 12 postpartum care beds, mother-baby beds, and
high-risk beds. The operating rooms accommodate DaVinci Surgical
System equipment for robotic minimally invasive surgery.

Structural engineering design

A cast-in-place, conventionally reinforced 12-inch concrete flat plate
was selected as the primary structural framing system. An alternate
structural floor and roof system proposed was a 27-inch-wide module
joist system. Level 2, where the operating rooms are located, required a
24-inch-deep joist and beam system to meet the strict vibration criteria
for micro-surgery operating rooms.
Regarding column design, specifying a higher strength steel for the
larger bars eased congestion and saved placement costs by reducing
the required number of bars. A “blade” shear wall was required at the
south end of the building to supplement the stair and elevator cores to
maintain torsional rotation within allowable limits. An elevated pedestrian bridge connecting the new hospital to the New Bedford Tower on
the south end and a one-story connector along the south elevation of
the existing children’s hospital were also added.
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An iterative structural design was used to determine the least cost mat by varying
concrete strength and mat thickness. Specifying a higher strength steel for the larger
bars in the columns eased congestion and saved placement costs by reducing the
required number of bars.

The new facility is situated on a tight urban site. It is bordered by a
busy rail line on the west, an existing 40-year-old hospital building
on the north (Andersen Wing), a 10-year-old children's tower on the
northeast corner, a public street on the south, and the main hospital entrance on the east. These active adjacent structures and connections to
the new facility between the existing site buildings and features added
significant complexity to design and construction.
The hospital’s proximity to the rail line resulted in the need for the
train-induced vibration to be considered in the design. Patient rooms
and operating rooms needed to meet vibration guidelines for design
and construction of health care facilities. A base isolation system was
initially proposed to isolate the building from train-induced vibrations,
but this was cost prohibitive. However, subsequent analysis showed
that the 12-inch flat slab was sufficient to damp out transient vibrations
for all conditions except the Level-2 operating rooms. These areas of
the structure were stiffened to meet the more stringent requirements for
micro-surgery.
At the areas where the new hospital connects to the existing Andersen
Wing at the ground and second levels, the new floor slab was designed
with a recess to be leveled with the Andersen building after initial mat
settlement to assure a smooth transition between the two structures.

Geotechnical engineering and foundation design

The geotechnical field explorations included SPT borings and CPT
soundings to about 100 feet deep. The subsoil consisted of medium
dense sand followed by medium stiff clays, and silty to clayey sands
underlain by the Hawthorne Group soils.
Foundation studies for many high-rise buildings in the general project
area have shown that for column loads in the range of 1,000 to 1,500
kips, shallow foundations, in the form of spread and combined footings, should be designed using a net allowable bearing pressure of 4
ksf to 5 ksf to provide tolerable total and differential settlements.
For column loads of 1,500 to 2,000 kips, continuous footings, usually
in one direction and sometimes in both directions, have performed
well. For column loads of 2,000 to 2,500 kips, a continuous mat at
average and relatively uniform contact pressures of 2 to 2.5 ksf have
provided cost-effective foundation support.
Foundation soil improvements using vibro-replacement stone columns, geopiers, soil mixing, rigid inclusions, or similar techniques
have been utilized for relatively high loads since they provide higher
bearing pressures than those usually recommended for shallow foundations for comparable total and differential settlements. Beyond column
loads of about 3,000 kips, deep foundations in the form of driven or
Auger-Cast-In-Place replacement or displacement piles have typically
been used and proved to have an economical advantage over shallow
foundation systems for higher loads.
The new facility would subject columns to loads of up to 4,000 kips.
Such loads are routinely founded on deep foundations, extending
75 feet or more into the ground to tip in the Hawthorne Group soils.
Conventional shallow foundations most probably will create excessive
settlements under such heavy loads.
At first, deep foundations were the preferred choice by the project team
due to the heavy loading and to ensure minimal total and differential
settlement. Next, a solid mat foundation was proposed by Terracon to
be evaluated.
Understanding both the geotechnical and structural aspects of the design, Terracon team members progressed beyond a typical geotechnical
engineering study to an interactive design with the structural engineer,
Kevin Casey, P.E., (Paul J. Ford), in collaboration with the contractor
(Brasfield and Gorrie), and the owner’s representative, Mohammed
Alai, AIA (Florida Hospital). The goal was to design the most economical foundation system to support the building. Settlement analysis
was performed utilizing numerical modeling to provide an accurate
estimation of the subgrade reaction modulus to be used in the structural
analysis.
After considering several options at the preliminary stage, Terracon
proposed the use of a solid mat foundation. The design of a mat for
such heavy and variable loading conditions required an iterative process between the structural engineer running the SAFE model, the

structural engineer’s finite element software program, and the geotechnical engineer utilizing PLAXIS model, a geotechnical finite element
software.
The structural model generated a preliminary contact pressure distribution. Terracon used the PLAXIS model and the preliminary contact pressures to estimate settlement, redefining the contact pressure
estimates using aspects of slab rigidity, subgrade reaction, and soilstructure interaction. The revised subgrade moduli across the mat were
input into the structural model to estimate new settlement and contact
pressures, and this iterative approach was repeated until estimated
settlements from SAFE and PLAXIS became congruent.
The iteration produced a final mat design with predicted maximum
settlements of 2.5 inches at the interior core decreasing to about 1.5
inches along two adjacent buildings. An iterative structural design was
used to determine the least cost mat by varying concrete strength and
mat thickness. The limiting design parameter was maintaining punching shear stress below the allowable for un-reinforced concrete.

Construction phase

The contractor determined the cost of the mat foundation would be
slightly less than deep foundations. A more substantial benefit associated with the mat foundation alternative was reduced construction
time, significantly reducing costs and allowing the hospital to open the
facility sooner.
The challenge of accepting the mat foundation was the risk of building
settlement. The client and design team needed to decide if accepting
the risk of having a potential building settlement of 2.5 inches was
worth a savings of two months in the project schedule.
Geotechnical analysis predicted the majority of the settlement as being
elastic, with greater than 90 percent of the settlement occurring in the
first year of construction. The design team detailed a slight recess in
those areas connecting to Andersen to accept a leveling topping that
could be applied to assure a smooth transition between the structures.
Architectural detailing considered the possible need for this “ramp”
between the buildings. Design details were incorporated to accommodate foundation settlement during construction.
The client and design team decided the expected settlements were
acceptable, and the estimates allowed the design of appropriate connection points to existing structures. Settlement monitoring confirmed
settlements were well within the maximum values predicted.
AMR SALLAM, PH.D., P.E., M.ASCE, a senior principal at Terracon (www.terracon.
com), was the principal geotechnical engineer for the Women’s Hospital of
Florida. He has been practicing geotechnical engineering in the United States
and overseas for 24 years. His specialty includes consulting for shallow and
deep foundations for high-rises, heavily loaded structures, bridges, wind
turbines foundation design, deep and staged excavations, and more. He is
expert at utilizing 2D and 3D finite element software to optimize foundations.
Sallam has been involved in designing and reviewing many of Orlando’s most
prominent high-rises, sports facilities, and airport facilities.
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The Heilongjiang River Road Bridge is a low pylon, cable-stayed structure.

Silk Road redo
China and Russia collaborate on a cross-border bridge
and highway as part of a new trade route.
By Steve Cockerell

The CNY 2.4 billion Heilongjiang River Road Bridge connects Heihe, China to Blagoveshchensk, Russia, making it the first highway connection
in the trade route between northeastern China and Far East Russia. The
19.9-kilometer route incorporates a 1,284-meter cable-stayed bridge
spanning the sensitive Black River Basin.
The location has extreme seasonal temperature variations and strict environmental protection. An ambitious, three-year construction schedule was planned to lessen the impact of these challenging conditions.
As the contractor responsible for all civil construction, Long Jian Road
& Bridge Co., Ltd. implemented a BIM approach based on Bentley
applications during project delivery. ProjectWise’s collaborative construction management and information sharing platform optimized
project coordination and improved the contractor's project management efficiency by 25 percent.
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Expanded trade route

Talk of a cross-border road bridge from China’s Heilongjiang Province
to Russia’s Amur Oblast began longer than 28 years ago. Negotiators
created a shared vision for the first road crossing of the Heilongjiang
River (known as the Amur River in Russia), as well as the logistics of a
collaborative design and construction project. The completed structure
will be a vital link in the China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor
and part of the Silk Road Economic Belt. The bridge will shorten the
trade route to Far East Russia by 3,500 kilometers and increase cargo
turnover tenfold, fueling expansion beyond the port cities of Heihe,
China and Vladivostok, Primorsky Krai, Russia.
The heads of state signed the protocol for construction of the Heilongjiang River Road in September 2015. Construction began in November 2016, with the bridge scheduled to open in October 2019. The
agreement called for China to build approximately 6.5 kilometers of
the structure, starting in Changfatun Village, a suburb of Heihe City.
Russia will build 13.4 kilometers, starting in Canikulgan Village. The
Russian team is also tasked with connecting the two bridge sections.

Incremental launching

Part of the Heilongjiang Province Construction Group, Long Jian Road
& Bridge is a state-owned enterprise with a global reputation for notable road and bridge construction projects. The contractor chose the
incremental launching method for construction of the bridge, which is
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The most competitive project delivery organizations, no matter what their size, know that
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a low pylon, cable-stayed structure. This method can save time, money,
and space while minimizing disturbance of environmentally sensitive
areas.
The site posed numerous obstacles to construction progress, including seasonal weather extremes, ice flows, limited channel width, and
a protected river basin. To overcome the hurdles and meet the project
delivery deadline, the team had to accomplish key objectives:
• rapidly build a bridge model within tight time constraints;
• create a digital environment to manage and exchange all civil design information; and
• define a BIM strategy that enabled the 3D monitoring of incremental bridge
launching.

tion and quality reporting, plus cost control. Real-time inspection
review and approval allowed follow-up work to proceed quicker. The
project team used Bentley Navigator to coordinate construction orders,
reduce scheduling conflicts, and improve progress management.

Visualizing reality

Reality modeling with ContextCapture was instrumental in digital terrain modeling and site planning, as well as managing safety, security,
and digital assets. The 3D reality mesh of the site was used to optimize
earthworks and site utilization. LumenRT enabled the project team to
create life-like visualizations for improved project understanding and
communication with government officials and members of the public.

The clear solution was adopting BIM methodologies to manage the
bridge construction effectively. Bentley provided the applications that
Long Jian Road & Bridge required to perform the civil construction
tasks, while also providing technical support and comprehensive solutions to the other construction units on the project.
Long Jian Road & Bridge implemented Bentley’s platform for BIMenabled construction management and trained personnel in BIM
methodologies. The goal was to meet well-defined objectives for cost,
quality, and safety while reducing material waste, deploying machinery effectively, and utilizing manpower efficiently.
The project team researched and developed standardized 3D design
modeling methods that enabled members to collaborate effectively.
The design team leveraged OpenBridge Modeler’s 3D parametric
modeling capabilities to achieve the required degree of accuracy for
the bridge’s superstructure. The integration between OpenBridge Modeler and OpenRoads enabled precise positioning of the substructure
and customization of more than 60 structures.
As a result, the team improved efficiency by 50 percent compared
with traditional methods by implementing parametric modeling techniques. Finite element analysis with RM Bridge simulated the pile
foundations, main beams, and other structures to optimize structural
strength, rigidity, and stability. Modeling steel structures and structural
reinforcements with ProStructures helped to reduce material waste and
construction rework, saving 30 tons of material.

MicroStation’s comprehensive modeling environment was utilized during the design
phase and enabled 5D progress tracking and quality reporting.

The project team used visualization capabilities to communicate
complex working procedures and provide visual data. iModels, 3D
PDFs and printing, construction simulations, and virtual reality applications improved understanding of design intent, project progress,
and desired outcomes. These capabilities were especially helpful when
communicating with the many levels of management on each side of
the China-Russia border. The visualization technology for technical
project management decreased time spent on meetings and inspections
and increased quality assurance. With fewer conflicts, construction
progressed on schedule.

ProjectWise enhanced collaboration and coordination among the different disciplines involved in construction of the bridge, roads, culverts, civil works, and related infrastructure. Together with MicroStation, ProjectWise became the platform for 5D construction information
management, creating a common data environment that allowed all
participants to share, review, and update information in real time. This
collaboration improved modeling efficiency by 35 percent and accelerated decision-making among management teams.

Measurable returns

MicroStation provided the comprehensive modeling environment that
enabled 5D progress tracking, incremental launch monitoring, inspec-

Bentley applications optimized the bridge design, which will ensure
that the structure fulfills its form and function goals, as well as achieve
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Long Jian Road & Bridge leveraged Bentley applications to meet the
dual challenges of a short construction period and a complex working environment. BIM workflows allowed the management team to
perform 25 percent more efficiently. The team also achieved benefits
at each phase of the project, including accurate 3D models, optimal
material quantity calculations, and efficient deployment of personnel
and machines, which reduced rework and costs.

project delivery
economy of scale and resource use. From the start, careful site planning reduced the construction area by 620 square meters, making a
smaller footprint in the sensitive river basin. The project team reduced
overall land use for the bridge and civil infrastructure by 770 square
meters, saving an estimated CNY 100,000 as a result.
Bentley’s parametric modeling capabilities conserved engineering
resources by reducing errors and rework. The team saved a total of 40
working days to date and construction coordination and inspection also
took about 30 percent less time. Calculating material quantities with
Bentley applications ensured that procurement was supplied with accurate amounts. Material consumption was reduced by 30 tons, saving
a further CNY 100,000 on the project.
The project’s successful progress onsite is mostly due to BIM-enabled
construction management. To date, Long Jian Road & Bridge has
achieved a number of critical objectives, including reducing material waste by 1 percent, using machinery and labor 15 times more
efficiently, and limiting the cost of schedule deviations to under CNY

500,000. Upon completion, the project team will turn over the reality
model-based asset management database to the owner for use in the
operation and maintenance management phase. Long Jian Road &
Bridge will continue to apply BIM advancements on a company-wide
basis, defining standards, processes, and specifications for its future
bridge projects.
Chinese officials estimate that the Heilongjiang River Road Bridge
will allow the transport of more than 3 million metric tons of cargo and
1.5 million passengers per year between China and Russia — 10 times
more cargo and two times greater passenger traffic than currently. This
will make an important contribution to China's One Belt and One Road
Initiative, serving to revitalize northeastern China.
STEVE COCKERELL is industry marketing director, Rail with Bentley Systems,
Incorporated (www.bentley.com). He joined Bentley Systems in 2002 through
the company’s acquisition of Infrasoft. At Infrasoft, Cockerell served as channel
marketing director where he helped develop and launch Arenium, an engineering collaboration product that enabled multi-user access to MX 3D design
models.

Leaving A Legacy
Designers and construction manager push the envelope to deliver
the U.S. Olympic Museum in Colorado Springs.
By Sean O’Keefe

Leaving a legacy often requires a lifelong fortitude of purpose and
character that only the best among us can realize regardless of pursuit.
In athletics, the pinnacle of success is that of an Olympic gold medalist, a champion among all of mankind. In construction and design,
legacies may not be as easily quantified, but once the truly spectacular
is achieved it’s hard to overlook. When the new U.S. Olympic Museum in Colorado Springs, Colo., opens to the public, it will unmistakably add to the legacies of design architects Diller Scofidio + Renfro
(DS+R) and general contractor/construction manager GE Johnson
Construction Company.
“The incredible architecture we are delivering is challenging all of us
to think beyond boundaries,” said GE Johnson Superintendent Tim
Redfern, an industry veteran of more than 25 years. Redfern and GE
Johnson Construction’s team are tasked with assembling a structure
unlike any other ever built.
DS+R’s design for the U.S. Olympic Museum takes its athletes as
inspiration; the design idealizes athletic motion by organizing its pro-

A full-scale exterior wall section was erected onsite to assist subcontractors
developing a sequence for efficiently attaching the exterior skin to the structure.
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grams — galleries, auditorium, and administrative spaces — twisting
and stretching centrifugally around an atrium space. Arriving at ground
level, visitors are whisked to the top of the building via elevator where
they are greeted by a grand view of snow-capped Pikes Peak, an ode to
Olympus with its own majestic presence.

ingenuity of this structure demands constant collaboration with designers, builders, fabricators, and installers. Everyone will be learning all
the way until the end.”
GE Johnson is pre-thinking and rethinking every move by incorporating a 3D point cloud that provides an accurate digital record of
physically intangible space. All subcontractors are required to use the
point cloud to develop approvable shop drawings. The point cloud is
integrated with the BIM model, which draws from several computeraided design, graphics, engineering, and manufacturing programs,
along with the discipline-specific platforms of a variety of different
subcontractors.
Integrated work plans developed with subcontractors define every
aspect of each construction activity, including who, what, when, and
where. Most importantly, plans will detail how each piece is assembled, verified, and validated for accuracy against the overall model as
tasks complete. Looking beyond typical clash detection, GE Johnson’s
fully detailed steel fabrication model allows the clearances of each
structural framing member to be independently checked to make sure
the design’s distinctive shell of diverging planes and scaled metal skin
reads as intended.

The building design’s diverse elevations called for 15 independent concrete slab-onmetal-deck elevations, scaling just four stories of construction with no two planes
running parallel for long.

Circulation unfurls organically, gradually spiraling down through the
museum’s series of loft galleries at a pace propelled only by the individual’s own inquisitive nature and gravity. The folded planes of the
building’s superstructure create helical volumes of space circling the
introspective atrium. Dissected by the structure and connected by a
continual downward ramp, perched floor plains filled with interactive
galleries will memorialize the accomplishments of U.S. Olympians
past, present, and future.
“The dynamic building form defies typical construction. Thinking
outside of the box is not an adequate description of what we’re doing
to make this happen,” Redfern said. “The design’s diverse elevations
called for 15 independent concrete slab-on-metal-deck elevations,
scaling just four stories of construction with no two planes running
parallel for long. Structural tolerances are ultra-tight, becoming even
less forgiving as the structure goes up — the opposite of most builds.
“The exterior frame tolerance is 2 inches, while interior frame tolerances are only a quarter of an inch, with just an eighth of an inch of deflection,” Redfern said. “Controlling precise placement of every piece
of an exceptionally intricate puzzle like the U.S. Olympic Museum is
a process that can only be accomplished through what GE Johnson
thinks of as a spirit of continuous improvement.”
“Normally, once you have things figured out, construction becomes
routine,” said Project Manager John McCorkle. “I don’t see that happening here. We’re continually questioning how we do things. The
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“There will be a high level of scrutiny on a building like this because of
the iconic architecture,” said McCorkle of the pressure on GE Johnson
to deliver the signature design.
The museum’s unique exterior skin aptly illustrates the intricate precision of purpose and combination of expertise required to succeed
at the Olympic level. The façade will be covered in more than 9,000
individual diamond-shaped anodized aluminum petals that interlock to
form a single, beveled surface with integrated drainage channels. In
total, an estimated 27,000 anchor points will attach the exterior wall
sections to the structural frame. The specific details of every panel
from backing materials, sheathing, and waterproofing will all be independently analyzed within the model because seemingly every petal
is either uniquely shaped, placed, or attached. GE Johnson brought
highly specialized subcontractors who had previous experience with
similar configurations onto the team to achieve the use of these unusual
building materials and intricate assembly processes.
“Premium-quality construction is always a collaboration,” McCorkle
said. “Delivering this design uncompromised means getting out of the
comfort zone and seeking capabilities beyond our own.”
Early in the problem-solving process, GE Johnson worked with design architect DS+R, architect of record Anderson Mason Dale, and
structural engineer KL&A on refining the micro-framing system that
attaches exterior wall sections to the structure. To address the complex
sub-framing of the skin, through a design-assist collaboration, GE
Johnson and the team decided to work with Radius Track, renowned
for developing curved, cold-formed steel framing, to develop a buildable system. Through continual collaboration, the team was able to op-

The new U.S. Olympic Museum in Colorado Springs, Colo., is being built by design architects Diller Scofidio + Renfro
and general contractor/construction manager GE Johnson Construction Company.

timize wind-girt supports, which increased certainty and repeatability
in installation while also decreasing costs overall.
Even as the structure reaches its highest elevation, preconstruction
activities continue. For the specialized subcontractors developing
a sequence of efficiently attaching the exterior skin to the structure,
nothing is more valuable than the full-scale exterior wall section being
erected onsite. McCorkle and Redfern estimate that the 20-foot by 20foot mock-up wall section will require more than 1,000 labor hours to
assemble and will likely cost in excess of $150,000 to build.
Eight subcontractors must delicately interlace their work through a
maze of structural framing, light-gauge framing, waterproofing, drainage, glazing, and aluminum panels. Identifying components within
wall sections that can be prefabricated off site, like the micro-framing
system and laser cutting framing plates, increases quality control and
supports repeatable processes during construction. Each component is
individually numbered, indicating where, how, and to what it attaches,
like a giant model, and each placement can be checked against the
point cloud to verify accurate alignment.
Thinking outside of the box hasn’t been limited to solving challenges
on the outside of the building. Placing the museum’s extremely large,
yet whisper-quiet, air handling unit has presented a series of sequencing
challenges with a ripple effect that will likely continue to reverberate.
“It’s low speed, high volume and is by far the largest air handler I’ve
ever put in,” said Redfern. “The size dictates a basement placement,
which meant installing it before we put in the structural steel for level
one.”

Once installed, this unorthodox situation left the massive (and expensive) unit unprotected from the weather until the floor above it could
be dried in. Complicating matters, structural engineering indicated that
the concrete floor slabs across the building’s many elevations should
be poured from the top down to deflect loading. Waiting until the museum’s 15 elevations were poured and cured would greatly extend the
exposure period for the mechanical system, presenting significant risk
and an extremely difficult situation to rework if the unit was damaged.
“We encouraged the owner and design team to install terrazzo on the
first level floors in lieu of stained concrete so that floor placement could
be moved up in the schedule, increasing protection of the AHU and
equipment below,” Redfern said.
Placing the air handling unit first also required fireproofing the basement before setting structural steel, one of several conditions that make
multiple mobilizations of key trades likely throughout construction.
“We have been empowered to use ingenuity to solve complex challenges at every turn on a very, very cool building,” Redfern said. “GE
Johnson is using anything and everything we can to build this right.
Pushing boundaries, gaining outside expertise, and asking more of
oneself than others will is the Olympic spirit this museum is being built
to honor.”

SEAN O’KEEFE has more than 18 years of experience articulating the complexities, challenges, and comradery of construction and design. He writes built
environment stories for owners, architects, builders, and product manufacturers
and can be reached at sean@sokpr.com.
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Breaking convention
with wood offices
Wood framing creates inspirational work environments that are
code-compliant, cost effective, and sustainable.
Great solutions often lie beyond convention. Consider that most of-

fices in the U.S. could be built with a wood structure, yet very few
are. Many designers assume they’re limited to concrete and steel for
workplace environments — because that’s the common default — but
in fact, wood systems can accommodate the space and performance
needs of office occupancies while providing advantages such as cost
savings, versatility, ease and speed of construction, and a lighter carbon
footprint.
This excerpt of a WoodWorks case study examines common considerations for office design in the context of wood structural solutions
permitted under the 2015 International Building Code (IBC). Read the
full case study at www.woodworks.org/wood-offices.
The commercial real estate industry classifies office space based on
quality, location, amenities, age, and other factors. Classifications
allow realtors to compare spaces for potential tenants; Class A buildings are most desirable, often garnering higher lease rates and more
culture-conscious tenants than Class B spaces. Classifications are not
directly related to the structural material; they are driven by building
performance and quality of space. Wood buildings can be designed to
meet all performance levels, often with cost savings over concrete and
steel (see Tables 1, 2, and 3 on page 32).

Design considerations: Construction types, heights, and
areas

Building codes allow wood structure in a variety of construction types,
all of which can be used to build attractive, functional, and affordable
offices.
Type III construction is often associated with multi-family light-frame
buildings; however, the heights and areas afforded by this construction
type can also accommodate other large light-frame or post-and-beam
structures. For business occupancies, Type IIIA buildings are permitted to have as many as six stories of wood construction for office use
and total building areas in excess of 250,000 square feet. The height
and area allowance assume NFPA 13 sprinklers throughout and three
or more stories in height. While fire retardant-treated wood (FRTW)
or non-combustible framing is required for exterior walls, interior
building elements may be of any material allowed by code, including
light-frame, heavy or mass timber, and mixed-wood systems. FRTW is
permitted in place of non-combustible exterior wall framing when the
fire rating requirement is 2 hours or less.
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Washington Fruit & Produce Company’s headquarters won a 2018 WoodWorks Wood
Design Award. Architect: Graham Baba Architects; Structural engineer: M.A. Wright,
LLC. Photo: Kevin Scott

Type IV construction, also known as heavy timber, may include the
use of solid or laminated wood members such as glulam and wood
decking — provided minimum sizes and restrictions on concealed
spaces are met. Concealed cavities are only permitted in partitions;
they may be of solid wood or 1-hour fire-resistant construction, which
would allow rated wall construction with a cavity to house mechanical, plumbing, or electrical systems. Similar to Type III construction,
FRTW can be used to frame exterior walls with fire ratings of 2 hours
or less, although in many cases non-combustible curtain walls or glazing systems are wrapped around the timber post-and-beam frame.
Mass timber is permitted in floors, roofs, and walls, including exterior
walls when protected by a non-combustible material on the outside
face; however, mass timber is not limited to this construction type.
Type V construction may use untreated wood throughout. Exposed
light-frame construction, often Type VB, is becoming increasingly
popular as a cost-effective way to create a modern industrial aesthetic
for office buildings up to three stories with more than 27,000 square
feet per floor (with an NFPA 13-compliant sprinkler system).
There are several options for using wood to more affordably achieve
the scale of a Type IIA or IIB building (see table, Multi-Story Business
Occupancy: Allowable Business Sizes). For example, Types IIIB and
VA can be used to achieve the same height and number of stories as
Type IIB, with a slightly smaller per-story area. Similarly, Type IIIA
or Type IV structures allow heights, stories, and per-story area that
are comparable with Type IIA. With these alternatives, architects accustomed to designing Type II structures can increase their options to
include cost-effective wood structure and the aesthetics of exposed
wood.

Deciding which construction type makes sense for a project depends
on factors beyond these allowances. The degree of exposed wood
structure and strategy used for fire resistance often plays a significant
role in this decision.
In addition to the allowable building sizes discussed above and shown
in the table, IBC Sections 507.4 and 507.5 allow unlimited area, oneor two-story group B occupancy buildings of any construction type
when the building is equipped throughout with an NFPA 13 sprinkler
system and is surrounded and adjoined by public ways or yards not less
than 60 feet in width.

A common goal is to maximize interior ceiling heights while minimizing overall building height. In many cases, wood floor framing
members can be designed with equivalent depths to steel and concrete
in a rectangular grid. In other situations, long spans must be balanced
against the need for deeper structural members; this balance can be
achieved in several ways.
Light-frame wood construction using I-joists or open-web trusses
for floor systems allows mechanical, electrical, and data lines to run
through the joist cavity without having to install a drop ceiling, which
is common in concrete and steel structures. For these light-frame systems, spans as long as 32 feet can be cost-effectively accommodated,
usually with trusses or I-joists in the range of 24 to 28 inches deep.
Exposed heavy timber and mass timber systems may seem more challenging when it comes to accommodating these types of utilities, but
there are many solutions. For example, contractors for a five-story
mass timber building in Portland, Ore., installed a 4-inch raised wood
panel structure above the floor as a data/electrical/phone plenum,
which eliminated the need to install surface-mounted conduit. This
inventive approach gave the exposed wood ceilings a cleaner aesthetic
while providing sound separation between floors and improved access
to electrical and data lines.

At seven stories, T3 Minneapolis demonstrates the feasibility of large timber offices.
Architect: Michael Green Architecture, DLR Group; Structural engineer: Magnusson
Klemencic Associates. Photo: Corey Gaffer, courtesy Perkins + Will (workspace)

Design considerations: Grid

Flexibility of space plays an important role in offices where tenants are
continually modifying workstation layouts to accommodate work flow.
For this reason, the structural grid of a building is an important factor
in office design. Wood’s ability to achieve the flexibility needs of an
office occupancy is often underestimated.

There are several grid options for mass and heavy timber systems.
Column spacings of 30 feet by 30 feet or greater are often desired
in office environments. For these conditions, glulam subpurlins are
used, usually at spacings that allow thinner floor panels (3-ply or 5-ply
CLT panels or 2x6 NLT panels are common), which results in more
cost-effective solutions. The same concept applies for 2x or 3x decking
systems, although allowable spans may be shorter than with CLT or
NLT panels.

Design considerations: Lateral systems

Another design consideration is type of lateral system, which varies
based on compatibility with the vertical system and building layout.
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can also contribute indirectly — e.g., by eliminating cold surfaces at
exterior walls with a reduction in thermal conductivity or allowing
large expanses of glazing for light and views through the use of centralized lateral-resisting systems or thin floor plates.
Construction type also has a significant impact on cost. Under the IBC,
structural wood framing is permitted in Types IIIA, IIIB, IV, VA, and
VB. The IBC specifies allowable height and area for each, and each has
different requirements, largely related to fire protection. As shown in
Tables 1, 2, and 3, which highlight information from the International
Code Council (ICC) Building Valuation Data, February 2018, the average cost for each construction type also varies widely.
For a one- to five-story structure, using a light-frame bearing shear wall
system with a code-defined flexible diaphragm is a common choice,
and the most straightforward to analyze. This approach is compatible
with custom designs and buildings with less glazing, since ample perimeter walls are typically needed for lateral resistance in this type of
system.
For heavy timber-frame systems with more than three stories, a lateralresisting core is a viable choice — whether comprised of mass timber
or light-frame shear walls, concrete or CMU shear walls, or steel brace
frames. Engineering analysis requires a rigid or semi-rigid diaphragm
and stair or elevator shafts located centrally or somewhat symmetrically within the building. Another alternative is to use interior and/
or exterior steel moment frames. Exterior glazing and curtain walls
should be checked for deflection compatibility with the lateral systems.

Design considerations: Cost and value

Facility costs and lease rates are always a consideration, but the single
greatest cost to employers is the salaries of employees who occupy the
space. If a building can be designed to improve productivity — for
example, by providing better lighting or improving comfort — the process of optimizing building performance can improve the company’s
bottom line. Wood systems can do this directly by creating warm and
welcoming spaces that motivate a positive biophilic response. They

Proven connections
Earthquake lab shakes two-span, 70-foot-long bridge in
accelerated bridge construction method test.
Accelerated bridge construction methods were proved safe and ready
for real-world application following tests on massive shake tables in
the University of Nevada, Reno’s Earthquake Engineering Laboratory.
The tests on April 24 subjected a 70-ton, two-span, 70-foot-long bridge
to multiple earthquake simulations of approximately 7.5 magnitude.
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Table 2 highlights the difference in cost between two construction
types commonly used for office buildings — Type IIA, which doesn’t
allow structural wood framing in most applications, and Type IIIA,
which is typically wood-frame. Both have similar allowable heights
and building limitations (see table on page 31), but the average Type
IIIA building costs $23 per square foot less.
In Table 3, Type IIB construction is compared with Type VA — also
commonly wood-frame — and shows an even larger savings of $34 per
square foot for the wood building. Allowable heights and areas remain
similar, except that slightly greater height is allowed for Type II.

Conclusion

Wood’s performance and design versatility create a wide range of
opportunities for developers and building designers looking to create
beautiful offices that are also cost effective. Light-frame, heavy timber,
mass timber, and hybrid wood systems can all be used to create open
structures that meet the need for space flexibility, with heights and
areas that are comparable with mid-rise steel and concrete structures.
Information provided by WoodWorks – Wood Products Council, which provides
free technical support related to the design of commercial and multi-family wood
buildings. To discuss the needs of a specific project, visit www.woodworks.org to
contact a regional director or email help@woodworks.org.

The hydraulically driven tables, programmed to mimic the forces of an
earthquake, tested six different kinds of bridge connections integrated
into a single bridge. Each connection had been previously tested on its
own at the University of Nevada, Reno.
“The individual connection tests had given us very good results for
each connection,” said Saiid Saiidi, Ph.D., principal investigator of
the project, professor in civil and environmental engineering at the
university, and director of the Center for Advanced Technology in
Bridges and Infrastructure. “And for the first time, our study combined
these connections in a single bridge, which endured realistically strong
earthquakes. We knew going into this that our individual positive tests

did not inherently mean that all of the connections would work together, making this a necessary test.”
Together, Saiidi and his team of College of Engineering doctoral fellows, doctoral candidates, graduate and undergraduate assistants were
looking for two specific outcomes: of the six connections, four were
designed to be undamaged, even during strong earthquakes, and two
were designed to undertake a controlled amount of damage to serve as
a fuse and absorb the forces of the earthquake by breaking.
“Along with avoiding collapse, the outcome of our study showed that
all of the six connections performed as expected,” Saiidi said. “It will
be a few months before we can evaluate data from the 280 sensors
that we had in the bridge to get more insight about the connections
— including transducers, accelerometers, potentiometers, string potentiometers, and strain gauges all to record the forces the connections
experienced — but we are now confident to recommend these connections for application in real bridges.”
The shake-tables started with movements at 150 percent of the simulated earthquake magnitude, and each subsequent test ramped-up the
movement by 25 percent. The simulated earthquake mimicked the
large ground motions of the deadly and damaging 1994 Northridge,
Calif., earthquake. Ultimately, the goal was to prove the connections
were ready to be a part of the expedited bridge construction techniques
and help provide earthquake safeguards.
“I was very pleased with what we learned,” Saiidi said. “Not only do
we have a better understanding of how the connections work together,
but we have the data now to see how they react under extreme, offthe-charts conditions, meaning we can prepare for more than what is
expected.”

The bridge was reset between shaking events as the shake table movements were
increased by 25 percent each time. Photo: Universoty of Nevada, Reno

funded by the U.S. Department of Transportation. The Transportation
Center is led by Florida International University in collaboration with
the University of Nevada, Reno and Iowa State University.
“There are many aspects of bridge construction and safety that ABCUTC is researching, such as ease of construction and durability of
joints,” Saiidi said. “The University of Nevada, Reno is part of the
seismic performance portion of ABC-UTC-Seismic, which is the most
critical aspect when it comes to bridge connections.”
The specific mission of ABC-UTC-Seismic, being led by the University of Nevada, Reno, is to develop earthquake-resistant precast bridge
components and systems and transform research data into seismic
design guidelines to help expand the utilization of accelerated bridge
construction methods in moderate and high seismic zones.
The university’s Earthquake Engineering Laboratory combined with
the Large-Scale Structures Laboratory are the biggest, most versatile
large-scale structures and earthquake/seismic engineering facilities in
the United States, according to the National Institute of Standards and
Technology. This allows Saiidi and the seismic project team to obtain
research data and results in order to create the models they need to add
to accelerated bridge construction methods and provide safety guidelines as building techniques evolve.
“These are the roots for what ABC-UTC itself and its seismic studies
will use in the future of bridge construction and development, and it’s
very important that it’s being done at the university because we have
the ability to test beyond regular constraints,” Saiidi said.

Damage was logged between each shake. Photo: Universoty of Nevada, Reno

Building bridge construction techniques and bridge safety

The study was part of the University Transportation Center on Accelerated Bridge Construction project, known as ABC-UTC, which is

As well as creating the project’s base guidelines and practices, Saiidi
and the university are also a part of transitioning the collective knowledge of the overall project and its seismic studies into an educational
environment. The seismic project includes the involvement of University of Nevada, Reno post-doctoral fellows, doctoral students, MS students, and undergraduate students working to develop course modules
on earthquake engineering techniques.

Continued on page 36
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RE17342
Name: SR 2018 Section FIC (Freemansburg Avenue over SR 33)
Location: Easton, PA
Owner: Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Dept. of Transportation
Engineer: Pennoni Associates, Inc.
Contractor: JD Eckman, Inc.
Project Team:
PennDOT Bridge Division
Pennoni Associates, Inc.
Borton-Lawson
JD Eckman, Inc.
The Reinforced Earth Company

The Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) is one
of the most active agencies in terms of transportation infrastructure
improvements. In Northampton County alone, there are 21 projects
under construction as of the end of the summer, 2017, according to the
PennDOT website. Of the many types of improvements to be made,
road and bridge widening is very common, in which older structures are
upgraded to accommodate a growth in traffic volume. Complications often arise during this type of project, when planning how to efficiently use
portions of the existing structure with as little demolition as possible.
One such project, in Easton, involves the widening of the Freemansburg Avenue bridge over SR 33. The existing structure is a double-span
bridge with abutments on either end. The abutments sit on piles to carry
the vertical and lateral loads from the bridge. Each abutment was built
with a mechanically stabilized earth (MSE) wall in front, and flared MSE
wing walls.
The proposed widening involved extending the bridge abutment seat in
one direction by driving new piles to align with the existing, then building
a new MSE abutment wall and wing wall to interface with the existing
wall.
A design problem arose when determining how to continue the abutment seat across the interface of the existing and proposed MSE wall.
The original plan was to “freeze” a corner zone of the existing MSE
wall by using a jet grouting procedure, then drive new piles through the
existing MSE wall backfill. This was a good idea in theory, as it would
ensure that the MSE wall stability was not compromised when driving
new piles through it. However, it was later determined that when jet
grouting the existing MSE backfill, it would be too difficult to ensure that
the necessary volume of fill had been treated.
Therefore, the project team (PennDOT, Pennoni Associates, Inc.,
Borton-Lawson, JD Eckman, Inc., and The Reinforced Earth Company)
worked on an alternate solution that would involve leaving the existing MSE wall backfill undisturbed. To avoid driving a new pile through
existing MSE structure, it was proposed to design a length of abutment
footing from the last existing pile that would span extra distance to the
new piles in the proposed MSE structure. This allowed new pile installation to occur only in the zone of new MSE wall backfill, which is ideal
when constructing an MSE wall.
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The Interface of the new and existing MSE walls also had to be designed. The two walls formed a roughly 30-degree angle, making it
impossible for conventional MSE wall design in the corner, especially
when considering the tight spacing of the new piles. A cast-in-place
concrete triangular zone was constructed to the full height of the wall,
which connected the new MSE wall panels to the existing. This allowed
for a stabilized corner over a short length along the face of the new wall,
until a more conventional MSE acute corner design was feasible for the
remainder of the wall. What resulted was a “shored” MSE wall, which
is the general term for building a wall in front of an existing structure,
while using the existing structure to stabilize or reduce loads on the new
structure.

US 95, Las Vegas, NV

Our Walls, Your Canvas
RECo has developed a wealth of experience in combining art with engineering. Our large precast concrete facing panels provide a durable “canvas”
for the artist, allowing for a retaining wall design that stands the test of time.
Collaborating with the architect or artist, RECo’s engineers will incorporate the desired artwork into the design plans of the retaining wall. Final renderings
can show the client the end result of the project. Our precast division will transfer the artwork onto the facing panels with great precision, providing the
desired three-dimensional relief and surface textures. A finishing touch of color can be added by the artist or contractor on site.

·

·

·

MSE Walls T-WALL® Arches Sound Walls
reinforcedearth.com | 800.446.5700
©2018, The Reinforced Earth Company. Reinforced Earth and the Reinforced Earth Logo are registered trademarks of The Reinforced Earth Company.

STRUCTURES + BUILDINGS
ABC-UTC also sponsors technical sessions at national and international conferences, presents research results at these meetings, and disseminates the most recent findings to relevant Transportation Research
Board and American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials committees.
Learn more about the Accelerated Bridge Construction-University
Transportation Center project at https://abc-utc.fiu.edu. More informa-

tion about the University of Nevada Reno’s Earthquake Engineering
Laboratory and Large-Scale Structures Laboratory is available at
www.unr.edu/cceer/facilities-and-equipment.

Information provided by University of Nevada, Reno (www.unr.edu).

Designed for
extreme weather
Antarctic station’s structural thermal breaks help provide a
comfortable platform for scientific study in the
world’s most inhospitable environment.
Commissioned and maintained by the Brazilian Navy for the Brazilian
Science and Technology Ministry, the $100 million Comandante Ferraz Antarctic Station (EACF) is a scientific research outpost that will
be located 600 miles south of the tip of South America. Scheduled for
completion in 2018, the 34,000-square-foot EACF will support technological research in a secure work space, while providing safe and
comfortable living conditions. It will also minimize impact on wildlife
and the environment.
To determine the most effective design, the Brazilian Navy held an
international competition in 2013, won by Estudio 41, a Brazilian
architecture firm. According to Estudio 41 lead architect, Emerson
Vidigal, “The design takes into consideration the challenges of supporting technological performance in such an extreme climate, while
still considering the facility’s aesthetics, offering a comfortable and
secure work space. Taking into account the topography of its site, we
created a design that minimizes impacts on surrounding wildlife and
plant life in the immediate environment, while providing an optimum
work and living space.”
The design divides the station into two core blocks that are organized
according to function. The upper block houses living quarters for 64 inhabitants, including cabins, dining, and service areas. The lower block
integrates central work spaces, accommodating 17 laboratories and operation and maintenance zones. Another lower level houses the central
barn and garages. Additional component structures intersect and join
the three component areas, providing communal space including an
auditorium, cybercafé, library, meeting room, and video conferencing
room.
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An engineer inspects installation of a flange-mounted Isokörb Type S22 structural
thermal break onto the steel support column system that supports the Comandante
Ferraz Antarctic Station above the frozen terrain while preventing heat loss.

Three primary factors drove the building’s exterior design: temperature, snow accumulation, and wind speed. Clad in concealed-fitting,
galvanized and coated sheet steel panels with rigid polyurethane foam
insulation, the façade is corrosion-resistant, low-maintenance, and
highly resistant to wind, driving snow, and intense cold. In addition,
the EACF is fabricated in elongated, streamlined, prefabricated modular sections — continuously joined and arranged linearly — to mitigate
wind force. The steel structure supporting the floors consists of trusses
positioned along a grid, modulated with 19.7-foot by 39-foot panels.
Latticed, vertical braces support the roofs. Walls are placed at a maximum of 39 feet apart. All of these components sit atop a system of steel
pillars, which transfer the load of the building onto the ice.
To mitigate what may be the most extreme example of thermal bridging
on earth, the project team is deploying 218 Schöck Isokorb structural
thermal breaks (STBs) between the building’s interior steel framing
and its exterior steel support pillars and staircases.

Each STB consists of a 3.125-inch-thick block of Neopor insulation
foam held with high-strength bolted stainless steel rods between two
end plates.

Construction in the most difficult location

CEICE, the Chinese construction firm building the EACF, is fabricating, assembling, and then disassembling the structure’s components
before shipping them to the Antarctic site for re-assembly. Because of
the site’s remote location, forbidding environment, and short construction window, all technical issues must be resolved prior to transport.
“Not a single piece of structure can board the transporting vessel without being tested and approved,” Furtado said.

An architectural rendering of the Comandante Ferraz Antarctic Station. The upper
block (left) will house cabins, dining, and living space, while laboratories and
operations and maintenance areas comprise the lower block (right).

Thermal bridging typically occurs where structural steel beams or cast
concrete penetrate an insulated building envelope. These penetrations
conduct heat from interior support structures through the envelope, dissipating it into the exterior environment with three deleterious effects:
• energy waste;
• cold interior walls and floors, reducing occupant comfort; and
• chilled interior surfaces adjacent to penetrations, forming condensation,
potentially causing mold growth and rusting structural steel.

In a BBC article, “How Antarctic bases went from wooden huts to
sci-fi chic,” (www.bbc.com/news/magazine-38574003) Polar Journal
editor-in-chief Anne-Marie Brady explained that, “Antarctic stations
have become the equivalent of embassies on the ice. They are showcases for a nation’s interest in Antarctica — status symbols.”
For Brazil, that status is a byproduct of the country’s long-standing
commitment to leading-edge environmental research for the benefit of
all life on earth, reflected most recently by the EACF’s state-of-the-art
design, advanced components, and modular fabrication a half-world
away from its destination.
Information provided by Schöck (www.schock-na.com/en-us/home).

Though problematic in any environment, thermal bridging consequences can prove particularly severe in Antarctica due to extreme
interior-exterior temperature differentials and the difficulty of remediating such problems in a harsh and isolated location.
“To ensure that the building remains fully insulated from the outside,
it was necessary to use thermal breaks in the connections of the raised
structure to the steel columns in contact with the ground,” said Afaconsult project engineer Rui Furtado. “We chose Isokorb STBs because
they are multidisciplinary elements. First, they are a thermally insulated component, guaranteeing the continuity of the insulation even in
the points in contact with the outside, as is the case with most of the
column supports of the structure to the ground. It is therefore possible
to have the building completely insulated from exterior to interior.
“The STBs connect the steel structure and withstand shear force,
tensile/traction, and pressure absorption, while dramatically reducing
thermal energy loss,” Furtado said. “Another advantage corresponds to
their modular construction. They work with all steel types and profiles
and are constructed from non-rusting stainless steel, offering longlasting corrosion protection. I also want to acknowledge the technical
support given by Schöck, which was essential for this process.”
The Isokorb Type S22 STBs used are load-bearing thermal insulation
elements for steel structures that accommodate axial and shear forces.

An underside view of the floor-truss grid and the steel support system with Isokörb
Type S22 structural thermal breaks installed to mitigate thermal bridging while
carrying the structure’s weight and anticipated wind loads.
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The Deaconess Center was completed within just 7.5 months using the design-build
delivery method with the added advantage of an interactive programming and design
process provided by minority-owned KAI Design & Build. Photo: Tom Paule Photography

Fast-track facility

of Christ member, served as the project manager and minority-owned
Kwame Building Group was the construction manager.

Interactive programming and design process
helps KAI meet tight deadline.

To keep the project on schedule, KAI selected tilt-up concrete construction for the building’s exterior façade to assure the fastest possible
building erection, as well as used vibrated stone piers to drastically
reduce the owner’s site remediation cost and schedule impact.

KAI Design & Build completed construction of St. Louis’ new $8.5
million Deaconess Center for Child Well-Being — a 21,272-squarefoot facility providing meeting and office space for child advocates,
civic leaders, and community organizers dedicated to enhancing the
well-being of at-risk children.
In March, KAI Design & Build received a 2018 Building St. Louis
Award for the project. The awards program, sponsored by the St. Louis
Business Journal, recognizes commercial real estate projects that have
created a positive community impact in the areas of investment, jobs
created, or potential benefit to a surrounding area.
Located in the Grand Center Arts District of St. Louis City, the facility
was completed within just 7.5 months in December 2017. Since time
was of the essence on the project — the Deaconess Foundation’s lease
at its previous office space was set to expire on Dec. 31, 2017 — the
organization chose to implement the project using the design-build delivery method with the added advantage of an interactive programming
and design process provided by minority-owned KAI Design & Build.
The Deaconess Center is the Foundation’s first new construction in
almost two decades. The design and construction of the building reflected Deaconess’ religious legacy as well as its commitment to social
causes by exceeding the city’s minority participation goals. The project achieved 36 percent Minority Business Enterprises (MBE) and 3
percent Women Business Enterprises (WBE) participation. Elizabeth
Noonan, an economic development professional and United Church
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The facility’s design incorporates many elements that appeal to children, such as
bright colors, eye-catching graphics and furniture, and garden spaces.
Photo: Tom Paule Photography
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The completed Deaconess Center provides meeting rooms, a chapel,
and a large conference space for as many as 125 people, as well as administrative offices for the Deaconess Foundation, Vision for Children
at Risk, and Neighborhood Houses — a United Church of Christ ministry that supports low-income children and families of the inner core
of St. Louis City. The facility’s design incorporates many elements that
appeal to children, such as bright colors, eye-catching graphics and
furniture, and garden spaces.
The Deaconess Center is expected to host more than 6,000 citizens a
year in more than 250 meetings focused on children’s issues. Meeting
rooms will be available at no charge to initiatives focused on improving public policy for children. Forty to 50 people are expected to work
at The Center, with many relocating from various Deaconess Foundation offices throughout the St. Louis area.
“Through our funding, advocacy, and this facility, we want to cultivate a movement for child well-being in St. Louis,” said Deaconess
President and Chief Executive Rev. Starsky Wilson in a press release.
“Movements need activated individuals, creative ideas, and institutional expressions. This will be a place where they all come together
for kids.”

Information provided by KAI Design & Build (www.kai-db.com), a national,
100+ person design and build firm headquartered in St. Louis.
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WEFTEC 2018

Water Environment Federation Annual Technical Exhibition and
Conference provides wide-ranging water quality, stormwater, and
wastewater education in a single venue.
According to the Water Environment Federation (WEF), its Annual

Technical Exhibition and Conference — WEFTEC — is the largest
conference of its kind in North America focused on water, wastewater,
and stormwater. Now in its 91st year, the 2018 WEFTEC conference
will be held Sept. 29 through Oct. 3 at the Morial Convention Center in
New Orleans; the exhibition, featuring about 1,000 companies displaying the latest in water quality research technology and services, is open
Oct. 1-3.
Through participation in technical sessions, workshops, facility tours,
and the exhibition, WEFTEC attendees can earn as many as 1.2 Continuing Education Units (CEUs) and 16.5 Professional Development
Hours (PDHs) or a maximum of 36 Contact Hours. In addition, most
WEF technical committees, communities of practice, taskforces, and
working groups meet in-person during WEFTEC, beginning Sept. 29
through Oct. 3.

Technical sessions

More than 140 technical sessions address contemporary water and
wastewater issues and solutions including the following:
Collection systems — Management, operations and maintenance,
infrastructure, overflow reduction, wet weather planning, watershed
approaches, and regulations.
Energy conservation and management — Resource recovery, combined heat and power, biogas optimization.
Nutrient removal and recovery — Watershed and facility-level issues, facility design, process control, operations, research, shortcut
nitrogen removal, carbon management, ultra-low phosphorus removal,
nutrient recovery and reuse, modeling.
Plant design, operations, and treatment — Innovations, technologies, process design, and proven solutions in water and wastewater
treatment including nutrient removal and odor control.
Regulations — Stormwater/MS4s, nutrients, WIFIA, NPDES streamlining, lead and copper rule, TMDLs.
Research — Leading-edge process applications in water and wastewater treatment and recent developments.
Residuals and biosolids — Energy production, disposal, reuse through
land application, research, regulations, politics, and public perception.
Stormwater — Treatment, green infrastructure, wet weather management, modeling, policies and regulations, research, and operations
and maintenance.
Utility management — Asset management and financial planning for
infrastructure, technology, regulatory compliance, workforce issues,
40
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and security, including environmental management systems.
Water reuse/recycling — Research, regulations, emerging technologies, proven processes.
Water quality and watershed management — Stormwater, wet
weather, surface water, groundwater, and watershed issues including
integrated management.

Workshops

Workshops provide an opportunity to learn about a specific topic in an
in-depth, hands-on format. On Sept. 29 and Sept. 30, WEFTEC 2018
offers 27 workshops covering topics in eight tracks. The tracks include:
• Industrial issues and treatment technologies;
• Municipal wastewater treatment process and design;
• Facility operations and maintenance;
• Energy/residuals and biosolids management;
• Collection systems;
• Disinfection;
• Water reuse; and
• Stormwater management and watershed resources
management/sustainability.

Innovation Showcase

The WEFTEC Innovation Showcase highlights water sector innovation and learning through exhibits, educational sessions, and networking events covering innovation trends in the industrial and municipal
markets, financial innovation and investment opportunities, piloting
and partnering with new technology companies, building the regulatory environment to support innovation, and using data to underpin
industrial and municipal system upgrades.

Facility tours

WEFTEC also offers an opportunity to observe construction, special
projects, or operations at sites within the New Orleans area while earning contact hours. This year, seven tours are scheduled, each requiring
a separate admission fee:
• Collections Systems Tour: Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans and
Orleans Levee Board Drainage Systems
• The Great Delta Tour: Experience the Wonders and Challenges of the Great
Mississippi
• Sewerage and Water Board of New Orleans East Bank Wastewater Treatment Plant
• Jefferson Parish East Bank Wastewater Treatment Plant
• Sewerage & Water Board of New Orleans Sustainable Design Tour
• Louisiana State University Center for River Studies
• Lake Pontchartrain Basin Foundation
More information about WEFTEC and registration details are available at www.weftec.org.
Information provided by Water Environment Federation (www.wef.org).

Recovering fresh water
from power plants

Prototype technology captures water evaporating from
UTILITY PLANT cooling towers.

A NEW SYSTEM devised by MIT engineers could provide a low-cost
source of drinking water for parched cities around the world while also
cutting power plant operating costs.
About 39 percent of all the fresh water withdrawn from rivers, lakes,
and reservoirs in the U.S. is earmarked for the cooling needs of electric
power plants that use fossil fuels or nuclear power, and much of that
water ends up floating away in clouds of vapor. But the new MIT system
could potentially save a substantial fraction of that lost water — and
could even become a significant source of clean, safe drinking water
for coastal cities where seawater is used to cool local power plants.
The principle behind the new concept is deceptively simple: When air
that’s rich in fog is zapped with a beam of electrically charged particles, known as ions, water droplets become electrically charged and
thus can be drawn toward a mesh of wires, similar to a window screen,
placed in their path. The droplets then collect on that mesh, drain down
into a collecting pan, and can be reused in the power plant or sent to a
city’s water supply system.
The system, which is the basis for a startup company called Infinite
Cooling that recently won MIT’s $100,000 Entrepreneurship Competition, is described in a paper published in the journal Science Advances,
co-authored by Maher Damak, Ph.D., and Kripa Varanasi, Ph.D., associate professor of mechanical engineering. Damak and Varanasi are
among the co-founders of the startup.
Varanasi’s vision was to develop highly efficient water recovery systems by capturing water droplets from both natural fog and plumes of
industrial cooling towers. The project began as part of Damak’s doctoral thesis, which aimed to improve the efficiency of fog-harvesting
systems that are used in many water-scarce coastal regions as a source
of potable water. Those systems, which generally consist of some kind
of plastic or metal mesh hung vertically in the path of fogbanks that
regularly roll in from the sea, are extremely inefficient, capturing only
about 1 to 3 percent of the water droplets that pass through them. Varanasi and Damak wondered if there was a way to make the mesh catch
more of the droplets — and found a very simple and effective way of
doing so.
The reason for the inefficiency of existing systems became apparent in
the team’s detailed lab experiments: The problem is in the aerodynamics of the system. As a stream of air passes an obstacle, such as the

wires in these mesh fog-catching screens, the airflow naturally deviates around the obstacle, much as air flowing around an airplane wing
separates into streams that pass above and below the wing structure.
These deviating airstreams carry droplets that were heading toward the
wire off to the side, unless they were headed bang-on toward the wire’s
center.
The result is that the fraction of droplets captured is far lower than the
fraction of the collection area occupied by the wires, because droplets
are being swept aside from wires that lie in front of them. Just making
the wires bigger or the spaces in the mesh smaller tends to be counterproductive because it hampers the overall airflow, resulting in a net
decrease in collection.
But when the incoming fog gets zapped first with an ion beam, the opposite effect happens. Not only do all of the droplets that are in the path
of the wires land on them, even droplets that were aiming for the holes
in the mesh get pulled toward the wires. This system can thus capture a
much larger fraction of the droplets passing through. As such, it could
dramatically improve the efficiency of fog-catching systems, and at
a surprisingly low cost. The equipment is simple, and the amount of
power required is minimal.
Next, the team focused on capturing water from the plumes of power
plant cooling towers. There, the stream of water vapor is much more
concentrated than any naturally occurring fog, and that makes the
system even more efficient. And since capturing evaporated water is
in itself a distillation process, the water captured is pure, even if the
cooling water is salty or contaminated. At this point, Karim Khalil,
another graduate student from Varanasi’s lab joined the team.
“It’s distilled water, which is of higher quality, that’s now just wasted,”
says Varanasi. “That’s what we’re trying to capture.” The water could
be piped to a city’s drinking water system or used in processes that require pure water, such as in a power plant’s boilers, as opposed to being
used in its cooling system where water quality doesn’t matter much.
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WATER + STORMWATER
A typical 600-megawatt power plant, Varanasi said, could capture 150
million gallons of water a year, representing a value of millions of
dollars. This represents about 20 to 30 percent of the water lost from
cooling towers. With further refinements, the system may be able to
capture even more of the output, he said.

seen on actual power plant cooling towers, and placed their ion beam
and mesh screen on it. In video of the experiment (https://youtu.
be/3u6ZNSaRhfg), a thick plume of fog droplets is seen rising from
the device — and almost instantly disappears as soon as the system is
switched on.

What’s more, since power plants are already in place along many arid
coastlines, and many of them are cooled with seawater, this provides a
very simple way to provide water desalination services at a tiny fraction of the cost of building a standalone desalination plant. Damak and
Varanasi estimate that the installation cost of such a conversion would
be about one-third that of building a new desalination plant, and its
operating costs would be about 1/50. The payback time for installing
such a system would be about two years, Varanasi said, and it would
have essentially no environmental footprint, adding nothing to that of
the original plant.

The team is currently building a full-scale test version of their system
to be placed on the cooling tower of MIT’s Central Utility Plant, a
natural-gas cogeneration power plant that provides most of the campus’ electricity, heating, and cooling. The setup is expected to be in
place by the end of the summer and will undergo testing in the fall.
The tests will include trying different variations of the mesh and its
supporting structure, Damak said.

“This can be a great solution to address the global water crisis,” Varanasi said. “It could offset the need for about 70 percent of new desalination plant installations in the next decade.”
In a series of dramatic proof-of-concept experiments, Damak, Khalil,
and Varanasi demonstrated the concept by building a small lab version of a stack emitting a plume of water droplets, similar to those

That should provide the needed evidence to enable power plant operators, who tend to be conservative in their technology choices, to adopt
the system. Because power plants have decades-long operating lifetimes, their operators tend to “be very risk-averse” and want to know
“has this been done somewhere else?” Varanasi said. The campus
power plant tests will not only “de-risk” the technology, but will also
help the MIT campus improve its water footprint, he said.
Information provided by MIT (www.mit.edu).

Goodwill in Guatemala

clean water for those who do not have access to it is one of its global
outreach goals.

Volunteers working with Living Water International help drill a well
to provide clean water for a rural village.

One of the organizations the church partners with is Living Water International (LWI; https://water.cc/aboutlivingwater). LWI is based in
Houston and operates in South American countries, the Dominican Republic and Haiti, and parts of Africa. It exists to help communities gain
access to clean water, and through that experience share the gospel.

By Samuel LePore

September through February, much of South America experiences

dryer, cooler weather. This means aquifers tend to be lower and the
groundwater is lower near populated areas that draw water from those
aquifers. This is amplified by the large amounts of water required for
the region’s agricultural industry, specifically sugarcane, which I observed recently driving past a field at sunset in Masagua, Guatemala,
with water jets shooting out over endless fields.
In February, I traveled to Guatemala to take part in installation of a
drinking water well for a small community with little access to clean
water — or any water at all at times. The opportunity to be part of this
project was first presented to me in summer 2017. The logistics of the
trip and the team were put together by Parkview Community Church,
the church I attend with my family in Glen Ellyn, Ill. This church leads
mission work all over the world in a variety of capacities. Providing
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Our team of 11 people varied in age, gender, and professional experience. We flew into the capital, Guatemala City, and drove to Antigua,
where LWI’s Guatemala operations are based. Antigua is a beautiful
city, rich with history, architecture, and infrastructure. The streets are
rough, uneven cobblestone and the city center has many buildings that
were once used by the government when Antigua was Guatemala’s
capital. Some churches and buildings we toured dated as far back as
1546.
While this was an amazing cultural experience, it was in complete
contrast to what we experienced as we made the trip the following day
to the village where the drill site was located. The community where
the well would be installed was a small village of 650 people between
the cities of Masagua and Escuintla. Further along our route to the drill
site, the level of poverty in the area became clearer. Most buildings and

The team of 11 volunteers working with Living Water International on this project varied in age, gender, and professional experience.

homes we passed were stacked cinder block, with sheet metal roofs,
and dirt floors.
When we arrived at the site, we were told the school’s existing deep
well had been dry for 10 days or so. At the time of the trip, it was sugarcane harvesting season, so the groundwater level no longer reached
the elevation of the existing well. Some homes in the area had wells
of their own, but were also shallow and usually only fed one or two
hose bibs or taps fitted with small-diameter PVC via gravity from an
elevated plastic tank outside. The locals talked of getting sick often
from drinking the water. It was a humbling feeling. I was excited to
spend a week working to provide something so vital to the community.
This well was the first that LWI installed in the area. The local community organizer said that they first contacted LWI seven years ago
to start the process of getting a fresh water source for the area. The
well was planned to be installed in front of the local school that was
home to about 230 students. The school was the local gathering place
in the community, so it made sense for the water source to be located
there. There was some level of preliminary planning and exploration in
choosing this site prior to my arrival. The LWI Guatemalan operations
had multiple drill teams. Our team took its orders from lead driller
Rudy Gonzales, who had been with the organization for six years and
installed 20 wells each year.

The total drilling time for the new well was approximately three days.
On the start of the first day, we dug and prepared the mud pits and
decant channel. This allowed for settling out and screening some of
the dirt and sediment prior to recirculating water back to the drill rig.
The mud pits were dug to about 4 feet by 4 feet square, and separated
by a 1-foot-wide by 18-inch-deep decant channel running between the
two pits.
About 10 local men from the village helped us with this work during
the week. Once the pits were dug and sprayed with bentonite to help
stabilize the walls, the drilling began. We drilled 70 feet using a 4-inch
paddle bit, but encountered a few large rocks that we were only able
to penetrate with about 5 feet worth of drill rod during an hour’s time.
At this point, we decided to change the drill bit to a 4-inch roller conetype bit. This bit resembles a planetary-cone gear that has three additional oval-shaped gears around it rotating in the opposite direction of
the center gear to create a cutting action. Changing the drill bit required
removing the previously driven 10-foot end rods and re-inserting them
once the new bit was attached. On the first day, we drilled 70 feet before changing the bit, and continued to drill to a depth of 120 feet.
On the second day, we started with a 7-inch roller cone bit and reamed
the well to the previously achieved 120 feet and drilled an extra 10 feet.
august 2018
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The hand-operated well was installed in front of the local school, the local gathering place in the community.

Rudy had some concerns about not seeing any soapstone or pumice
rock in the samples we were collecting. This type of porous rock indicates a depth where water can be present and flows through the rock,
filtering it. When we returned on day three after having reamed the
hole to 7 inches, we discovered the last 10 feet had collapsed. This was
unfortunate, but common given the surrounding pressure on the hole’s
walls, even with the bentonite to stabilize the dirt. In total, we drilled
320 feet while changing the bit twice.
On day three, we drove the 4-inch casing pipe and well screen into the
hole to a depth of 120 feet and proceeded with flushing the well. This
was done by sealing off the well casing pipe with a cap, tapped with a
smaller hole to accommodate a 2-inch air hose that was inserted to the
depth of the screen piping. The casing was then pressurized to force
the dirty water and bentonite from the drill process out of the rock
formation around the screen piping at the bottom of the well. Bleach
was added during this time to sanitize the well. The process took about
eight hours. There was a lot of standing around during this time, but
it gave us some good time to rest and to connect and get to know the
locals who helped us with the project.
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On day four, we installed the 2-inch suction line in the casing and built
the well pump and surrounding concrete pad. The well pump had a
basic and rugged design and was built as a hand-level operated style
pump, made of welded stainless with an internal rod and plunger. They
were designed to withstand the elements.
On day five, we returned one last time for a dedication ceremony. The
well was dedicated to the people there, and graciously received by all.
It was a big event for that community, maybe the biggest in many of the
locals’ lives. We were touched by how incredibly thankful they were.
To be a part of something so important to life, yet so taken for granted
in other corners of the world, was an amazing experience.
SAMUEL A. LEPORE is a project coordinator at Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam,
Inc. (LAN; www.lan-inc.com), a planning, engineering, and program management firm. He can be reached at salepore@lan-inc.com.

Strong foundation for
sustainability
Montréal’s New Champlain Bridge Corridor earns
Envision Platinum Award.
The New Champlain Bridge Corridor (NCBC) project in Montréal,
Québec, received the Envision Platinum award for sustainable infrastructure. Envision recognition for this iconic and regionally important
infrastructure project was officially unveiled on June 5, 2018 to coincide with World Environment Day. An award celebration was hosted
by Signature on the Saint Lawrence Group (SSL) near the project site
in Montréal at the annual BBQ, organized by the Consortium.
“The project is subject to very high technical standards of sustainable
development and, as a flagship project for Montréal and Canada, it was
crucial for SSL to attain the highest possible distinction,” said Hugh
Boyd, SSL project manager.
“Given the unique requirements of this project and the leadership of
the SSL management team in protecting the environment, we wanted
to aim for the highest level of recognition, i.e., Platinum. We are very
proud today of this result. I thank all the teams that enabled us to attain this prestigious award. This is a great day for us,” said Marthe
Robitaille, SSL environmental manager.
In 2011, the Government of Canada announced construction of the
NCBC to replace the existing Champlain Bridge that was nearing the
end of its useful life. The NCBC project includes a new 3.4-kilometer
bridge connecting the cities of Montréal to the west and Brossard to the
east, replacement of the existing Île-des-Soeurs (Nun’s Island) Bridge,
as well as highway redevelopment work along the A-15 and A-10 in
Montréal and Brossard, respectively.
The NCBC project is a major regional transportation system and a
significant throughway allowing for nearly $20 billion annually in
Canada-U.S. trade. It is being delivered through a public-private partnership (P3) with the federal government acting as the public partner
and the SSL as the private partner responsible for carrying out the project. The SSL consortium is comprised of four companies, including
SNC-Lavalin, Dragados Canada Inc., Flatiron Construction Canada
Limited, and EBC.
“I am very pleased that the New Champlain Bridge Corridor Project
has earned the Envision Platinum award. This confirms it is following
high standards of sustainable development to ensure the environment is
protected. I want to congratulate the environment teams of Infrastructure Canada and Signature on the Saint Lawrence for their hard work
in developing and applying the project’s environmental requirements.
It is thanks to their efforts that the new Champlain Bridge will not only

The New Champlain Bridge Corridor project team requested the use of an innovative
approach to construction where the assembly of the main span tower of more than
240 meters in length could be done without disrupting traffic on the seaway.

be a modern effective piece of transportation infrastructure, but also
an example of sustainable development and innovation Montréalers
and Canadians can be proud of,” said The Honourable Amarjeet Sohi,
minister of Infrastructure and Communities.
To reach Envision Platinum status, a project must demonstrate that it
delivers a range of environmental, social, and economic benefits to
the host and affected communities. The Envision system examines the
impact of sustainable infrastructure projects as a whole through five
distinct categories: Quality of Life, Leadership, Resource Allocation,
Natural World, and Climate and Risk. These key areas contribute to the
positive social, economic, and environmental impacts on a community.
Key factors contributing to the New Champlain Bridge Corridor project earning Envision Platinum include the following:
Sustainable growth and development — As one of the busiest crossings in Canada, the economic contribution of the NCBC project to the
provincial economy cannot be overstated. This transportation corridor
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will support annual traffic of between 40 and 50 million commuters, as
well as more than $20 billion in international trade. Improvements to
mobility brought by the NCBC compared with the existing Champlain
Bridge will have a direct positive impact on the economy by reducing
travel time for cars and trucks and providing reliable public transit options as well.

The project addressed several concerns raised by stakeholders, including technical constraints regarding constructing the project over the
St. Lawrence Seaway, integrating multi-use paths in the project area,
managing traffic flows during and post-construction, reducing noise
and vibration for residents in the area, and providing accessibility to
public transit.

Community quality of life — In addition to addressing safety and
security concerns and maintaining the vital economic link of the
Champlain Bridge, the NCBC project improves the quality of life of
the host and neighboring communities in many ways. For example,
the project improves accessibility to non-motorized transportation and
public transit by including a multi-use path for both pedestrians and
cyclists and rehabilitating existing cycling networks on the project site
in Montréal, and by including provisions for future light rail transit in
the center lanes of the bridge.

Innovation and exceptional performance — The NCBC project exceeded the highest levels of achievement within the Envision system
for several credits in the Quality of Life category, earning the project
bonus points for exceptional performance.

The project also improves community mobility by enabling safer, more
secure travel across the corridor, and improving the efficiency of traffic
flows, especially on the approaches to the NCBC and for communities bordering the project site; and improving pedestrian linkages at
the center of Île-des-Soeurs, under the highway, to allow connection
between the northern and southern portions of the area.
Leadership in sustainability — As the owner of the project, the
Government of Canada laid a strong foundation for sustainability. The
Federal Sustainable Development Act (FSDA) publicly articulates the
government’s commitments to improving the sustainable performance
of Canadian initiatives, projects, and developments. The NCBC project
aligns with the FSDA commitments to ensuring continued safety and
service, promoting economic growth and providing value for Canadians, and fostering sustainable development and urban integration.
Specific to this project and in keeping with each member’s long-standing commitments to sustainability, SSL developed its own policies and
tools to ensure the priorities and commitments made by the Government of Canada were translated into concrete actions and outcomes
over the life of the project. For example, the project team implemented
an extended environmental quality management system (EQMS) to
include social aspects in order to improve the project’s sustainable
performance across a broad range of social, environmental, economic,
and quality indicators. The EQMS was developed in accordance with
the International Standard Organization’s 14001 and 9001 standards
for environmental and quality management, respectively.
Active stakeholder engagement and continued dialogue have been
among the core principles of the project since its inception. Initial
consultations were led by the federal government, and subsequently by
SSL. A wide variety of stakeholders were solicited for input throughout project planning and delivery, including residents from the City of
Montreal’s Verdun and Sud-Ouest boroughs, residents in the cities of
Brossard and Longueuil, members of Mohawk Council of Kahnawake,
Port of Montreal, the association of intermunicipal transit councils, and
the interregional committee for freight transport.
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Furthermore, the project is implementing a new passive de-icing concept to mitigate the risk of ice accumulation on the bridge cable-stay
system from falling to the bridge below. A modified bridge structure
designed to prevent ice from shedding in large quantities was developed in partnership with DSI, the project’s cable-stay system supplier,
and the National Research Council of Canada.
Construction of the NCBC project is complex; no temporary structure
or construction barges are allowed on the St. Lawrence Seaway as
this is a dedicated navigation channel where no activity may interfere
with maritime traffic. To overcome this technical constraint, the team
requested the use of an innovative approach to construction where the
assembly of the main span tower of more than 240 meters in length
could be done without disrupting traffic on the seaway. The approach
used by the NCBC project team was the object of an experimental
development in the field of civil engineering.
“Congratulations to the many firms, individuals, and other stakeholders
that have contributed, and continue to contribute to this truly exemplary
project. The New Champlain Bridge Corridor project is deserving of
its Platinum-level rating,” said Melissa Peneycad, director of sustainable projects at the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure. “This iconic
infrastructure asset has been designed to meet the needs of the people
of Montréal and Brossard, and indeed the entire region for a 125-year
period. During this time, many variables are expected to change that
could influence the functioning of this corridor, such as future developments, climate change impacts, demand on the road network, and
even the way people travel. This project has been designed with the
necessary flexibility, adaptability, and resiliency to continue to meet
the needs of the host and affected communities for its design life, even
under changing operating conditions. This project sets a new standard
for other major infrastructure investments in Canada and beyond.”
Information provided by the Institute for Sustainable Infrastructure
(www.sustainableinfrastructure.org).

Environment + SUSTAINABILITY

Building with Foam-Control Geofoam allowed Wolff Landscape Architecture to create a two-tier park system that addresses vertical
movement onsite through a combination of ramps and stairs. Photo: © Tom Rossiter Photography

High-rise landscapes

to-impossible,” said Erik Harris, an associate principal with Goettsch
Partners.

Geofoam provides lightweight structural fill for multi-level urban
green space and pedestrian connection.

Hemmed in by a combination of barriers, including the city’s set-back
zoning requirements along the Chicago River and a bustling, seven-line
Amtrak right-of-way spanning more than 140-feet, the developable
parcel offered only a small sliver of land just 55-feet wide upon which
to build. Meeting the challenge of building a cost-effective high-rise
on this site came down to delivering the required floorplate area with a
45-foot lease span supported by four-story trusses on either side of the
39-foot-wide core.

By Sean O’Keefe

The City of Chicago lives a legacy of architectural excellence derived

from an insistence on pushing boundaries through experimentation
and innovation. Long viewed as a design laboratory, Chicago’s unique
architectural heritage owes much to the Great Chicago Fire of 1871,
which left the decimated city ripe for redevelopment. Chicago has also
had the fortune of being home to more than a few 20th Century architectural giants, including American-icon Frank Lloyd Wright; father
of skyscrapers, Louis Sullivan; and modernist pioneer, Mies van der
Rohe.
Famous for what he called “skin and bones” architecture defined by a
minimal framework of structural order to achieve open unobstructed
space, van der Rohe established his Chicago practice in 1938. Today
that practice lives on as Goettsch Partners, a firm more than willing to
take on some of the world’s greatest design challenges. Among Chicago’s latest legacy assets, one of Goettsch Partners’ newest additions to
the cityscape — 150 North Riverside — stands out as an immediately
obvious example of the incredible made possible.
“150 North Riverside is located along Chicago’s famous loop on a fantastic site where designing something buildable was considered next-

While the striking geometry of 150 North Riverside will always make
the perched structure remarkable to the passerby, the site’s incredible
landscape is an almost equally impressive engineering accomplishment that will likely go largely unnoticed.
“From the hard edge of the building, we were able to secure the air
rights over the Amtrak right-of-way,” Harris said. “We decked over
it to create two and a half acres of public greenspace that conceals
the parking structure, lobby area, and loading dock enclosing about 28
percent of the site. Though the building is extremely vertical, the site is
quite horizontal — both presented equations to solve.”
Filling the horizontal void and creating beneficial pedestrian connections to the urban fabric surrounding 150 North Riverside was a
multidisciplinary effort involving every aspect of civil, structural, and
mechanical engineering integrated within the unique landscape. Craig
Soncrant, a principal with Wolff Landscape Architecture led the firm’s
work on the project, relishing the challenge.
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“Complicated green roofs and innovative plaza design is where we
thrive,” said Soncrant, relaying that Wolff had 21 such projects under construction in 2017 in Chicago alone. Soncrant himself led 15
separate high-rise landscapes last year and believes that providing effective green space for tenants is a must-have amenity in Chicago’s
post-recession development. “150 North Riverside is a showstopper,
an incredible building with a wonderful investment in city beautification that repositioned an inaccessible, eye-sore site as a convenient
pedestrian thoroughfare, entry plaza, and river walk.”
The investment was certainly significant and stretching every dollar to
improve pro forma is rarely a waste of time. Goettsch Partners originally planned to employ hollowed slab-on-void construction to build
up the site topography, but when value engineering analysis revealed
that that much site concrete was cost-prohibitive, a new solution was
sought. Wolff Landscape Architecture’s experience with an alternative,
lightweight, structural fill was extensive, and Soncrant proposed geofoam as a workable surface substrate substitute.
“EPS geofoam has been a go-to product in our designs for many years,”
Soncrant said. “We use it whenever we need a light, strong, durable
material to fill voids and make architecturally contoured surfaces.”
Bringing the design strategy to Goettsch Partners meant providing examples of previous Chicago-area, decked plazas successfully built with
geofoam and introducing the design team to ACH Foam Technologies.

Wolff Landscape Architecture’s previous projects with ACH Foam
Technologies have included a lightweight rooftop amenity deck on the
eleventh floor of Chicago’s Prudential Plaza and at 222 South Riverside Plaza Renovation, also located over railroad tracks and along the
Chicago River. Geofoam has also solved technical challenges beneath
highways, bridge embankments, levees, and other large civil infrastructure applications where loading requirements are substantially
greater than anything required by 150 North Riverside.

Developing a pedestrian-friendly site solution meant responding to
elevations as low as the river and as high as the roof of the parking
structure, a vertical transition of about 15 feet. Animating the long,
horizontal site meant creating a multi-level green space connecting
150 North Riverside and the parking structure immediately to greater
Chicago in many different directions.
“Building with Foam-Control Geofoam allowed us to create a two-tier
park system that addresses vertical movement onsite through a combination of ramps and stairs,” Soncrant said.
Since single blocks of geofoam can be large enough to fill sections
8 feet long by 4 feet deep, they make building multi-level terraces,
ramps, stairwells, and planter boxes easy. As importantly, working
with geofoam enables designers to create a custom contour of substrate
material in the exact depth needed below specific planting areas. Since
a tree may need a soil depth of several feet, a shrub about 18 inches,
and grass just 6 inches, building a geofoam base that accommodates
appropriate soil depths decreases the overall dead load on the structure
and supports controlled, positive drainage across the site.
The task of installing the overall landscape and the Foam-Control Geofoam blocks was won by Twin Oaks Landscaping, Inc., a Chicago-area
firm with a national practice dating back to 1983. Steve Jungermann
was the man responsible for overseeing the firm’s efforts.

A multi-level green space connects 150 North Riverside and the parking structure
immediately to greater Chicago in many different directions. Working with geofoam
enables designers to create a custom contour of substrate material in the exact depth
needed below specific planting areas. Photo: © Tom Rossiter Photography

“We only work with materials that we know will perform,” said Harris
regarding the geofoam value engineering proposition. “Performance,
in this case, means supporting the pounding it will take from heavy
pedestrian use in Chicago’s harsh weather; being easier, faster, and less
expensive to work with; and, most importantly, feeling confident in the
material’s capacity to meet loading requirements.”
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“The project was a challenge simply because of where it’s located,”
said Jungermann, regarding the complexity of the surrounding
cityscape and the site’s abundant elevation changes. “On something as
complicated as this it’s imperative to get expert guidance.”
Jungermann detailed the challenges of developing material take-offs
that account for the quantities of geofoam required to respond to the
site’s many grade changes, soil depth-profiles, and architectural contours. Working with ACH Foam Technologies’ product representative,
Twin Oaks was able to develop an accurate purchase order and devise

The 150 North Riverside site, shown during excavation, is hemmed in by a combination
of barriers, including the city’s set-back zoning requirements along the Chicago River
and a seven-line Amtrak right-of-way. Photo: Goettsch Partners

a finely tuned delivery sequence for the material.
With limited lay-down space and intense coordination required between site work, electrical,
plumbing, and landscape construction, maintaining constant communication and just the right
amount and types of geofoam on hand was critical. Though large, the lightweight geofoam blocks
are easily maneuvered by two laborers and can
even be customized to virtually any shape with a
hand-held hot wire cutter.

Lightweight geofoam blocks are easily maneuvered by two laborers and can be
customized to virtually any shape with a hand-held hot wire cutter. Photo: ACH Foam
Technologies

ALL NEW
EDITION

“Though this building is both bold and dramatic,
when it comes to material selection we are not
looking to be risk takers,” Harris said. “Like the
design for 150 North Riverside itself, FoamControl Geofoam provided a confident approach
to a unique engineering problem and contributed
greatly to an overall wonderful building solution.”

Industry best
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fabricating, and placing
of reinforcing steel for
concrete construction.
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Inova Loudon Hospital’s new $14.9 million parking garage saved $1 million in rock removal by slightly
raising the lower level. Photo: Eric Taylor/Taylor Design & Photography, Inc.

Mobility evolution

airport, and university officials, winners received honors at the 2018
IPI Conference & Expo, June 3-6 in Orlando, Fla.

Parking designs showcase innovation and sustainable design.

Winning parking facilities and programs were selected in the following
seven categories:

The nine winners of the International Parking Institute’s (IPI) 2018
Awards of Excellence prove that when ever-expanding technology and
creativity are applied to daunting architectural and parking challenges,
the results can be extraordinary. Their diverse parking and mobility solutions support the environment, enhance a luxury shopping experience,
offer a history lesson, evoke art and natural beauty, transport hospital patients quickly and efficiently, and improve the lives of college students.

Best design of a parking facility with fewer than 800 spaces

“Competition in our 36th annual competition was fiercer than ever,
which confirms how rapidly the state of the art of parking and mobility is evolving,” said IPI CEO Shawn Conrad, CAE. “When we think
we’ve seen it all, something inevitably comes along to surprise us. This
year’s winners have approached a wide variety of challenges with creativity and innovative thinking — and collectively elevate the parking
experience for users in all kinds of ways.”
Selected by a judging panel of architects; parking experts; and city,
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Inova Loudoun Hospital Parking Garage, Leesburg, Va.; Walker
Consultants (parking consultant), Philadelphia, Pa. — Inova Loudon
Hospital’s new $14.9 million parking garage for patients, visitors, and
staff looks like it has always been there, which is what the hospital was
aiming for. The 765-stall structure was designed to be easy to navigate
and to integrate with existing traffic patterns. Emergency room visitors
park on the ground level, visitors to other areas are directed to higher
tiers, and staff are assigned spaces in a specific area. Clear sightlines
to elevators and stairwells (open to the inside of the garage) provide
easier wayfinding and greater security, while a two-way vehicular ramp
offers passive security and convenience. The cast-in-place concrete
structure was designed for minimal maintenance, with best-practice
construction and design materials.
The garage’s exterior blends harmoniously into the campus. Vehicular portions are buff-colored, precast, concrete spandrel panels with

Tensar Corp. | www.tensarcorp.com/

How Geogrids Work to Keep Projects on Track
America’s highway system is aging, with many roadways and bridges
structurally deficient or nearing the end of their design life. This is
a solvable problem. Engineers have been solving transportation
infrastructure problems for thousands of years – they laid the framework for roadways that expand our communities far beyond what
was ever thought possible. The earliest stone paved roads have been
traced to Mesopotamian engineers around 4,000 B.C. Many millennia later, the need for engineers to adopt more effective roadway
design is more important than ever. The field of geosynthetics arose
in the late 20th Century delivering a way to mechanically stabilize
roads with greater success. These polymeric products stabilize terrain in a variety of applications to extend roadway longevity, reduce
maintenance costs and improve motorist safety. Now, it seems, the
multiple benefits delivered by geosynthetic materials may be an
important component of solving our current transportation infrastructure dilemma.
Building a strong foundation for increased infrastructure asset lifespan
In the past, engineers have utilized conventional aggregate base
to install pavement sections for new and reconstructed roadways.
However, with rising construction costs and increasing traffic demand traditional methods for construction are becoming too costly
and typical pavement sections are failing before their predicted
design life. Today, more owners are choosing to implement geogrids
to improve the performance of the aggregate within pavement
structures to combat increasing material costs, increasing traffic
loads and inadequate pavement structures created with traditional
pavement sections.
Studies have shown that the use of geogrids under major roadways
extend pavement life, reduce long term maintenance and repair
and ultimately increase owner savings. As a value engineering alternative to conventional materials and practices, the engineering
team at Tensar International utilizes multiple geogrid solutions for
mechanical ground stabilization in a variety of infrastructure applications. One such geogrid solution, Tensar TriAx® Geogrid, is specifically designed for trafficked surfaces. Manufactured from a punched
polypropylene sheet, oriented in multiple, equilateral directions to
form triangular apertures, the TriAx system leverages the strength

of triangular geometry to provide an enhanced level of in-plane
stiffness and deliver optimal in-service stress transfer to it from the
aggregate to the stabilizing geogrid. This unique geosynthetic material improves the performance of pavement materials and reduces
construction time.
These geogrid products improve load distribution over weak subgrades, reduce differential settlement, and confine and lock up roadway aggregate, creating a mechanically stabilized layer for a variety
of applications. They have been used in over half a million projects
worldwide including major highway projects, unpaved windfarm
and mining applications, foundation construction, and port and airport runways. In many cases, geogrids are used to accommodate
intense loads and volumes from aircraft, mining trucks and heavy
construction equipment. Geogrids create stiffened platforms that
maintain the stiffness of the aggregate better over time as well as
distribute loads more efficiently over subgrade soils. As a result,
our infrastructure is constructed with enhanced structural integrity,
greater service life, while also reducing construction time, cost and
environmental impacts.
About Tensar International
Headquartered in Atlanta, Tensar International is a full-service provider of specialty products and engineering services that offer innovative and cost-effective alternatives to traditional construction
methods. Tensar solutions are based on advanced soil stabilization
and reinforcement technologies and incorporate unique, engineered applications for commercial, industrial, municipal, residential
and transportation infrastructure site development. The company
specializes in solutions for common site development challenges,
including grade changes requiring retaining walls and poor soil
conditions affecting the cost of roadways, parking lots and building structures. Patented, polymeric Tensar® Geogrids and Tensar’s
Geopier® foundation reinforcement piers are the primary components of the company’s systems, offering reliable strength and
durability. Contracted services include site evaluation, conceptual
engineering, design, value engineering and installation advice. For
more information, visit http://www.tensarcorp.com.
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Stanford University’s $45.2 million Roble Field Parking Structure #10 preserves green
space with a below-grade design. The structure’s roof supports a grass recreational
field. Photo: Steve Proehl/Proehl Studios

Orange and blue lighting in the renovated Nunez de Balboa garage simulate a horizon
line of sea and sun. A mirror in the main corridor generates an illusion of a complete
sun with a simple, semicircular lamp.

a sandblasted finish; pedestrian areas are enclosed in highlighted
masonry and glass. Wayfinding clearly identifies entrances, elevator
and stair locations, and outside directional information. Double-sided
elevators and lobbies offer direct access from the parking areas to the
lower-level entrance as well as a future pedestrian bridge. Pedestrians
enjoy dedicated waiting and walking areas that protect them from moving cars, and extensive glass walls offer natural light and views of the
campus. Originally estimated at $16 million, the project stayed under
budget thanks to ongoing cost-control measures that included slightly
raising the lower level to save $1 million in rock removal.

Parksmart Silver Certification for the structure, which also embraces
mobility, providing pedestrian and bicycle access to a shuttle stop,
Panama Mall, Samuel Morris Way, and Governors Corner, as well as
bicycle parking. To minimize cracks and future maintenance, perimeter
basement wall slabs were given 45 days to shrink before walls were
locked into place.

Best design of a parking facility with 800 or more spaces

Stanford University Roble Field Parking Structure #10, Stanford, Calif.; Watry Design (parking consultant), San Jose, Calif. — As Stanford
University continues to densify to meet the needs of a growing student
base, preserving green space is a top priority. Its new $45.2 million
parking structure enabled the university to meet current parking demand and provide some cushion while preserving Roble Field, an open
grass space for students to gather, relax, and enjoy recreational sports.
The 1,162-stall, five-level, below-grade structure provides 52 electric
vehicle (EV) charging stations on level P1. In anticipation of future
demand, levels P2 through P5 are prepped for 84 more EV car-charging stations. Watry Design is assisting the university to work toward
52
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The garage serves resident students and visitors, who use walk-up pay
stations. Infrastructure for future parking control gates was incorporated into the design. Three brightly painted elevator cores facilitate
movement and wayfinding, and LED fixtures with occupancy sensors
offer illumination with minimal energy use. The structure’s roof houses
Roble Field, a recreational playing field, and painted trellises blend
pedestrian areas with the natural environment.
UT Austin Dell Medical School, Health Center Parking Garage, Austin, Texas — The University of Texas at Austin’s new Dell Medical
School aims to improve community-based health care, and the new
six-story, $23 million, 1,120-stall garage serving its outpatient-carebased Health Transformation Building was designed to enhance that
mission. With Waller Creek forming its eastern border and an oak tree
grove to the south, the site fell within 100-year and 500-year flood
plains; its structure shape and height were dictated by Capitol View
Corridor restrictions that ensured visibility of Austin’s Capitol dome.

water capture/recycling system, which feeds a 27,000-gallon cistern
visible on two levels.

Best design/implementation of a surface parking lot

DEN 61st and Pena Station Parking Facility, Denver, Colo. — Denver International Airport’s newest 800-space, $4.5 million surface lot
provides convenient covered parking with a solar-canopy microsystem
covering 609 of the spaces. A demonstration project (owned by Xcel
Energy in partnership with Panasonic) will examine how a battery
system can help integration of renewable energy, reliability of the
distribution system, voltage management, and peak reduction. The lot
is a platform to test new technology that promotes sustainable growth
and innovation. The site’s solar panels feed energy to an onsite battery
storage system, which currently helps power an adjacent office building and will serve new development.
Located at the 61st and Pena Regional Transportation District University of Colorado A Line station, the lot offers daily, overnight,
and monthly parking options for commuters taking the rail train to
the airport or downtown Denver. An autonomous vehicle transports
passengers between a nearby bus station and the train station. The
unstaffed facility offers eight pay stations and is checked three times
daily. Drivers can access free services that include vehicle location,
jump starts, tire inflation, and lockout help. The structure features free
WiFi and 11 level-1 EV charging stations for patrons. A new mixed-use
development is planned nearby.

Innovation in a parking operation or program
Denver International Airport’s newest 800-space, $4.5 million surface lot is a platform
to test new technology that promotes sustainable growth and innovation.
Photo: Denver International Airport

The garage’s cast-in-place concrete, post-tensioning ensured durability
and a space average of 376 square feet. Careful detailing and waterproofing of a split slab on the second level maximizes street frontage for retail and mercantile tenant spaces. The level-one ambulatory
surgery center faces Waller Creek and is serviced from the garage’s
shared loading dock. Its critical-care functions necessitated vibration
and sound isolation from the garage superstructure.
The ground-level café tucked into the northeast corner provides food
service to the Health Transformation Building as well as the adjacent
Health Discovery Building, with outdoor seating available in the plaza
between the buildings with a view of Waller Creek.
Levels 2 through 6 house reading and conference rooms and a creekview terrace. Integrated lobbies on each level feature large wayfinding
elements, level-reminder business cards, and other navigation aids.
Non-transient staff and medical physicians access reserved parking
areas on level four. A speed ramp to the second level allows for direct patient drop-off, with integrated bypass lane and turn-around for
mistaken drivers. Level 2 has 55 motorcycle permit spaces and accommodates emergency ambulances equipped with CO2 sensors and
idling fans. Street-level bike parking offers six shower and changing
facilities. The larger project is LEED Gold certified and includes many
sustainable features, such as a 22,000-square-foot green roof and rain-

University of Southern California Safe Ride Program, Los Angeles
— The University of Southern California’s (USC’s) Campus Cruiser
safe-ride-home program has grown at a rapid pace since its inception in
1978. It hit a bump in 2015 when demand exceeded realistic capacity.
The new $4 million Safe Rides program partnered with the ride-share
company Lyft to serve its customers and keep growing, ensuring that
USC students get around quickly and safely.
Partnering with an outside agency immediately solved numerous internal operational challenges, including vehicle inventory and expenses,
staffing, and office space. Lyft drivers are independent contractors,
providing service in their own vehicles and requiring no office space.
At the beginning of each semester, currently enrolled students receive
specific directions on how to register for the program; once signed up,
they can download an app for the Safe Rides program. If their ride
meets program restrictions (starting and ending within the Campus
Cruiser boundaries and observing the time frames of the program),
USC pays for their ride.
The partnership has halved the cost per ride, which now averages $4.
It eliminates ride/car shortages and reduced wait times from 15 minutes to 3.7 minutes. It has added capacity, increasing rides from 8,000
to 21,000 per week. The student health center uses Lyft for patients,
and the university recently offered half-price rides to the airport for
Thanksgiving.

Best parking facility rehabilitation or restoration

Nebraska Medical Center Durham Parking Structure, Omaha, Neb.;
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Walker Consultants (parking consultant), Tampa, Fla. — The Durham
Parking Structure, built in 1989, is a vital asset for patients and visitors
of the Nebraska Medical Center in Omaha, Neb. After nearly three
decades, corrosion and leaking were widespread, and severe deterioration of structural members jeopardized safety. The existing parking
function also forced circulation patterns that created the perception of
a full facility, yet more than 10 percent of the capacity was hidden from
drivers and often left unused.
The significant loss of parking precluded demolition, so separate
improvement packages were developed to phase improvements, including major structural repair packages, waterproofing, striping, and
wayfinding signage. The entire facility was painted to improve reflectivity and LED lighting was installed to enhance safety. Eight phases of
closures during two years allowed work to go on 24 hours a day. As the
parking function had no significant structural modifications, Nebraska
Medicine realized tremendous safety and parking improvements at
minimum capital cost. The result is a much-improved parking experience for visitors that will serve the Omaha metro area for decades.
Challenges were mitigated during the $1.8 million project. Walker
Consultants designed a new function that implemented separate upand-down-bound circulation routes. Fifty-two spaces were added by
changing the angle of parking from 60 to 75 degrees. Revised circulation routes added 80 spaces, and 65 accessible spaces were added in
protected, convenient parking areas serving patients and visitors.
First Sunset in the Pacific, Núñez de Balboa 52 car park, Madrid,
Spain; Clavel Arquitectos Asociados (architectural firm) — Renovating this two-story garage in an affluent, city-center neighborhood in
Madrid started with three goals: make the parking more attractive to
potential clients, reduce maintenance costs, and minimize the effect
of construction on operations. The key was smart design based on
three main strategies: use light as a design element, unveil the existing
building instead of covering it, and develop previously held workshop
mock-ups to reduce construction time.
The garage’s new design was inspired by Spanish explorer Vasco Nuñez de Balboa. The entry is a tunnel of repetitive white light arches
over a black wall. Main level walls were stripped of their old tiles and
restored to their original brick, while orange and blue lighting simulate
a horizon line of sea and sun. A mirror in the main corridor generates an
illusion of a complete sun with a simple, semicircular lamp.
Large beams narrate the explorer’s discovery in narrative, and the
ceiling displays portraits of de Balboa that become clearer as drivers
park, letting them make their own discovery. Almost all design features
started with cost-effective, low-maintenance LED lighting, which won
a Lamp Lighting Award. PARCS technology was updated. Construction was completed during summer, when demand is lowest. The popular, financially successful garage nets revenues up 50 percent since the
$360,000 renovation.

Award for new sustainable parking and transportation
facilities excellence
Cal Poly Pomona Parking Structure 2, Pomona, Calif. — The new $41
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million, 1,800-space Parking Structure 2 was designed and built in
keeping with California State Polytechnic University in Pomona’s (Cal
Poly Pomona) long history of promoting sustainable practices and environmental awareness. The bronze-level Parksmart Certified structure
features several sustainable factors, including solar panels on the top
level, a naturally ventilated lower (below-ground) level, 24 EV charging stations, bicycle storage rooms, dimmable LED lighting, droughttolerant landscaping, and a state-of-the-art rainwater collection system.
When considering factors to achieve Parksmart certification, university
project managers ensured that labor and materials were sourced locally
and that recycled content was maximized. The structure is designed to
harmonize with its surroundings and reflect the university’s commitment to the environment.
For many years, Cal Poly Pomona has been recognized by national
institutions such as The Princeton Review for its efforts to incorporate a sustainable focus on everything that happens on campus. Other
buildings on campus that have earned LEED certification include the
Bronco Recreation and Intramural Center, The Collins College, and the
College of Business Administration complex.

Award for architectural achievement

Sawgrass Mills Parking Garage, Sunrise, Fla.; TimHaahs (architect/
design, engineering/parking consultant), Miami — Sawgrass Mills
is a luxury outlet shopping destination that serves tens of thousands
of visitors annually. The relaxed, open-air promenade features more
than 350 retail, dining, and entertainment venues, including 70 luxury
stores. The Simon Property Group hired TimHaahs to develop a new
$31 million, 1,723-space parking facility that would complement and
enhance visitors’ experience in the shopping center.
The garage’s large, multi-level valet parking operation features a fully
furnished, ground-level waiting area that creates an inviting front-door
experience for shoppers. Its lightly sandblasted, sandy-yellow exterior
matches the center’s stucco color and texture; spandrels provide deep
reveals that cast unique shadow lines mimicking the louver designs
of the arcade walkway. The facility is one of the highest structures
in the shopping center, with eye-catching, red clay tile-roofed towers
that advertise retail opportunities and generate revenue. Three large,
illuminated signs span multiple floors on three sides and offer additional advertising. The garage’s black-and-orange color palette mirrors
that of adjacent overflow lots. The parking guidance system’s dynamic
signage directs patrons to aisles with open spaces; static signage points
to the exits. Climate-controlled, glass stair and elevator towers give
users a preview of the complex upon arrival and provide comfortable,
passive security. Elevator lobbies that open to the interior and LED
lighting ensure full visibility across the garage to the vertical circulation.
Information provided by the International Parking Institute (www.parking.org).

Transportation

Building
out a
bicycle
infrastructure

U.S. Bicycle Route System grows to 26 states
and more than 13,000 miles.

With the designation of USBR 50, Nevada becomes
the 26th state to join the U.S. Bicycle Route System
(USBRS). Missouri and Kansas joined forces to
designate USBR 66, becoming the first states to officially designate the historic “Mother Road” for bicycling. In Pennsylvania, two new routes — USBR
30 and USBR 36 — connect cyclists across the state
from Ohio to New York. And in Georgia, the designation of the first segment of USBR 15 means a bikefriendly connection through rural south Georgia.
“In the 35 years since [the American Assoication
of State Highway and Transportation Officials]
(AASHTO) established U.S. Bicycle Route One
through Virginia and North Carolina, the number
of participating states has grown to 26, in addition to the District of Columbia,” said Bud Wright
AASHTO executive director. “More than half the
states are today on the U.S. Bicycle Route System,
giving daily commuters, bicycle tourists, and leisure
cyclists more options for travel and recreation. The
benefits are less traffic congestion, greater economic
development, and healthier citizens — three big wins
for communities everywhere.”
In Michigan, Ohio, and Washington, realignments
to U.S. Bicycle Routes will provide new off-road
experiences and safer connections.
“We appreciate the efforts of the Michigan Department of Transportation for helping us reroute a portion of US Bike Route 35 through our town,” said
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proud to share this classic route of the American West as a new U.S.
Bicycle Route.”
USBR 50 connects South Lake Tahoe, at the California border to the
existing USBR 79 in Utah. With work progressing on USBR 50 in
California and USBR 77 in Utah, cyclists will soon be able to ride on
officially designated bicycle routes from Salt Lake City to San Francisco.

Missouri and Kansas

USBR 66 covers 345 miles across Missouri and 13 miles across the
southeast corner of Kansas, connecting cyclists to Oklahoma and Illinois. It roughly parallels today’s I-44, which takes most motor vehicle
traffic, leaving the historic Route 66 segments as relatively low-traffic
side-roads that wander through the countryside, preserving traces of an
American icon as it stood half a century ago.

Luther Kurtz, mayor of Charlevoix, Mich. “With our one-way streets
going in and out of town, we have some unique challenges in providing
a single route. With this new alignment, the northern route is different
from the southern route and it is more in line with what local bikers use
to get through town already. We are excited that our visitors will now
ride on this more scenic and comfortable route through Charlevoix.
And we are thrilled to be a trail town located on U.S. Bike Route 35.”
The USBRS is a developing national network of officially recognized,
numbered, and signed bicycle routes. The new designations bring the
total mileage of the system to 13,099. More than 40 states are working
on designating and implementing official USBRs.
Digital maps for all designated USBRs — including all new routes —
are available free, using the Ride with GPS online platform, from the
Adventure Cycling Association website (www.adventurecycling.org).
Adventure Cycling Association, a nonprofit that provides national
coordination for the USBRS, partners with AASHTO to ensure states
have the resources and expertise needed for successful route designation.

Nevada

The 410-mile USBR 50 runs east-west across Nevada, following much
of the Lincoln Highway, coined “The Loneliest Road in America” by
Life Magazine in 1987. Cyclists following USBR 50 through Nevada
will experience the vastness of the Great Basin hydrographic region
and parallel famous routes like the old California Trail and the Pony
Express. The route encompasses 12 summits over 6,000 feet, nine
communities, 10 nearby state parks, Lake Tahoe, and Great Basin
National Park.
“USBR 50 will have a positive impact, not only to our residents but
to our bicycling visitors from around the world,” said Jamie Borino,
Bicycle and Pedestrian program manager with Nevada DOT. “We’re
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Cyclists on USBR 66 can visit historic Marsh Bridge, Riverton Store
(in continuous operation since 1925), the Galena Mining Museum,
Old Chain of Rocks Bridge across the Mississippi River, the Big Chief
Roadhouse in Wildwood, the Route 66 Museum in Lebanon, the Uranus Fudge Factory and General Store, Route 66 parks in Springfield
and Joplin, Route 66 State Park in Eureka, many period hotels, bridges,
and original stretches of historic roadway, and the birthplace of Route
66 in Springfield.
“We are so pleased to see this important historic route — already used
by many bicyclists from across the world — officially adopted as part
of the U.S. Bicycle Route System,” said Brent Hugh, executive director, Missouri Bicycle & Pedestrian Federation. “We much appreciate
the work of MoDOT and leaders of communities along the route who
have worked hard for this day. Riding this route really gives a glimpse
into the soul of the American heartland.”
USBR 66 is important for the homage it pays to historic Route 66,
but also because it intersects with other key bicycle touring routes,
including the Mississippi River Trail, the Great Rivers South Bicycle
Route, the Transamerica Trail (USBR 76), the Lewis and Clark Bicycle
Touring Route, and USBR 51 connecting Missouri to Louisiana and
Minnesota, currently under development. Additionally, with the designation of USBR 66 in Missouri and Kansas, interest has picked up in
other states located along the historic road.

Pennsylvania

USBR 30 extends 46 miles along the shore of Lake Erie, from Ohio to
New York, and is locally known as BicyclePA Route Z. Cyclists along
USBR 30 will enjoy sandy beaches, historic lighthouses, ecological diversity, and the 3,200-acre National Landmark, Presque Isle State Park.
USBR 36 extends 398 miles across the center of Pennsylvania, from
Ohio to New York, and is locally known as BicyclePA Route Y. USBR
36 follows much of U.S. Route 6, which was one of the first highways used to move natural resources, people, and products across the
country. As such, the route showcases U.S. industrial history, including
the first underground mine, the first steam locomotive, and the first

lighthouse on the Great Lakes. Cyclists
along USBR 36 will also experience the
Allegheny National Forest, Lake Erie, and
Pine Creek Gorge — the Pennsylvania
Grand Canyon.
“Our principal mission is making transportation as safe and accessible as possible,
no matter how you travel,” PennDOT
Secretary Leslie S. Richards said. “These
designations complement our significant
investments and focus on connectivity and
safety in these regions so people can experience all that Pennsylvania has to offer.”
“These bike route designations will lead to
new transportation and recreational opportunities in countless towns across northern
Pennsylvania,” said Carrie Lepore, deputy
secretary for marketing, tourism, and film.
“By building out our bicycle infrastructure, we’re increasing our ability to attract
new businesses, boosting Pennsylvania
tourism, and making our commonwealth a
better place to live, work, and play.”

Georgia

USBR 15 is the second officially designated route in Georgia and currently
extends 92 miles. USBR 15 starts at the
Florida-Georgia border and travels north
through Valdosta, Nashville, Enigma,
Ocilla, Fitzgerald, and ends in Rochelle.
The landscape is rural and mostly flat, and
cyclists on USBR 15 can expect lots of
dense greenery with the occasional large
open field.
USBR 15 is being designated in segments,
and the next stage will see the route extended through Pineview, Hawkinsville,
Irwinton, Toomsboro, and Milledgeville,
with spurs to Lakeland, Tifton, Atlanta,
and Macon. Eventually, USBR 15 will
connect to the Georgia-North Carolina
border, traversing hilly and scenic North
Georgia.
Information provided by the Adventure Cycling
Association (www.adventurecycling.org).

StreetLight Data launches Multimodal Measurement Initiative
In early June, StreetLight Data, Inc., a mobility analytics company, launched its Multimodal
Measurement Initiative (M2Initiative) to measure the way all modes of travel interact. This
includes trips made by personal vehicles, public transit, walking, biking, commercial trucks,
and even “gig economy” trips made by on-demand rideshare and delivery drivers.
As part of the M2Initiative, StreetLight Data is building a working group to collaborate on the
issue of multimodal travel interactions. The company is already engaged with select earlyadopter partners and clients to deliver analytics for new modes. The M2Initiative partners
include providers of mode-specific data sets, public agencies that want to lead in measuring
new modes, academic institutions, and private transportation firms that are exploring new
business models. Several projects are already underway. StreetLight Data is accepting
a limited number of additional partners and is actively seeking organizations that can
contribute calibration or validation data. Organizations can request to join on the company’s
website at www.streetlightdata.com/multimodal-measurement-initiative.
In the first iteration of the M2Initiative, StreetLight Data focused on bicycle, pedestrian, bus,
train, and “gig economy” driving (which covers ride-hailing apps like Uber and Lyft, plus
delivery applications like GrubHub and Postmates). It has already delivered several editions of
these analytics to pilot clients. StreetLight is now accelerating development of new analytics
that describe the mobility behavior of each of these transportation modes individually. The
company is also prioritizing creation of new tools that describe how these modes interact.
“Interaction is what we all truly care about,” said StreetLight Data CEO Laura Schewel. “As a
timely example, not many people care about electric scooters in the abstract. We care if they
have a positive or negative impact on driving, pedestrian activity, or transit ridership. As we
move forward into a world where you might expect to take six modes of transportation in a
single day, and where new modes, including autonomous vehicles and aerial urban travel,
are on the horizon, we must measure all of these new variables separately and together in
order to effectively manage them.
“On the same road we will have pedestrians, autonomous shuttles, ride-hailing rides,
someone driving their car to drop off a lunch delivery then transforming back into a citizen
on their way home from work, as well as gas-powered SUVs,” Schewel said. “Measuring
the interaction of these factors is critical. We must ensure that we maximize the social and
environmental gains that can come from all of these modes, but not fall prey to the potential
dangers— dangers that can be exacerbated if we treat modes as unrelated.”
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GIS to the rescue!

New Jersey’s Water Quality Accountability Act is prompting
municipalities to inventory and manage water distribution assets.
By Suzanne M. Zitzman, GISP with Maraliese Beveridge

Water distribution systems consist of water storage facilities, pipes,
and asset components that are responsible for the safe and reliable
delivery of water to communities. According to the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA), there are more than 1 million miles of water
distribution piping networks throughout the U.S. that require daily
maintenance and operational activities to keep them running properly.
As water distribution systems are aging throughout the nation, management of those systems becomes critical in order to maintain the
delivery of clean water to homes, schools, hospitals, businesses, and
industrial facilities.

A GIS technician gathers real-time GPS data on a stormwater conveyance system for
a municipality’s GIS asset management program.

Water distribution system owners have the American Water Works Association (AWWA; www.awwa.org) to educate and provide effective
management standards for maintaining their systems. AWWA is an
international, nonprofit, scientific and educational society dedicated to
providing total water solutions to assure effective water management.
Founded in 1881, the association is the largest organization of water
supply professionals in the world. Its membership includes more than
3,900 utilities that supply roughly 80 percent of the nation’s drinking water and treat almost half of the nation’s wastewater. AWWA has
helped in establishing two preeminent organizations dedicated to safe
water, the Water Research Foundation (www.waterrf.org) in 1966 and
Water For People (www.waterforpeople.org) in 1991.
Recent enactment of the New Jersey Water Quality Accountability Act
(WQAA) has prompted the inventorying of water distribution assets,
coupled with an asset management plan to track operation and maintenance of distribution systems throughout the state following AWWA
standards, resulting in a replacement plan for assets that are past their
life expectancy.

Using web-based GIS programs, asset data can be accessed and updated in the field
through hand-held devices. For example, maps can be generated for a visual tool for
field staff to follow as hydrant flushing takes place.

Enactment of the WQAA (N.J.S.A. 58:31-1 et seq.) has established
new requirements for purveyors of public water in New Jersey to
improve the safety, reliability, and administrative oversight of water
infrastructure. Municipalities that own and operate a potable water
system with more than 500 service connections will be affected and
there’s not much time in which to comply. Effective Oct. 19, 2017,
these new standards must be met by April 2019.

A little history about asset management

The WQAA’s initiative is focused on facilitating development and
implementation of an asset management plan for inspection, mainteWorkers in the field can record the date of hydrant flushing
along with a condition inventory of the hydrant.
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nance, repair, and rehabilitation of the infrastructure. The sheer number
of assets that need to be located, maintained, and tracked is one thing,
but keeping the details related to each asset from year to year at their
fingertips has been a longtime struggle for asset managers. Over time,
system owners have used a variety of methods to keep their assets
maintained, from using manual drawn record documents to database
inventories of their systems.
Historically, to gain information about system assets, conventional
boots-on-the ground survey methods were used to collect asset information in the field. Hand written field books were used to describe
features with station and offsets to surrounding surface features or
road centerlines. As the maps were hand-drawn from this information,
corresponding tables were typed out showing coordinate locations
(x,y,z), materials of those assets, and sizes of pipes. These maps and
tables were stored in a manageable fashion, either rolled up in tubes
or in space-eating flat files. Detailed asset maps had corresponding
key maps showing the spatial location of each feature, which could be
more than 100 maps.
At the time, a paper system was the best way to manage inventory,
but it was cumbersome, hindered streamlined communications, and
sometimes even the integrity of the data from field-to-office. While
moving toward an electronic system was a good way to move forward,
early technology wasn’t perfect either, and over time, the rate at which
technology grew left many users with disjointed systems. It’s been a
constant struggle to keep up with software updates, newer programs
and hardware, application differences, and systems that don’t talk to
each other because their platforms aren’t compatible.
To make it worse, some managers may be using a combination of
electronic and paper systems, or even multiple electronic systems that
don’t communicate. Introduction of a geographic information system
(GIS) that encompasses all needs and can easily handle everything
from data collection to storage has made all of this a thing of the past.

What does GIS do?

able users to see assets as a whole or individually by type. Each asset
has a drop-down box that, when clicked on, reveals information about
that asset such as model number, date installed, repaired, replaced, and
inspected. Even service requests can be made on-the-fly from the field
when using GIS. Plus, any number of characteristics can be customized into the program.
While some water distribution system owners may be hesitant due to
costs, grants and zero-interest loans can make this an achievable goal.
Utilizing Esri software and web applications along with third-party
asset management programs such as VUEWorks Asset Management
software will give system owners a powerful tool to help them maintain and plan for system updates throughout the life of their assets.

Asset inventory requirements

The WQAA’s directives begin with program development for inspection and maintenance of all water supply and treatment facilities,
detailed engineering analysis of asset condition, and estimated service
lives of water mains and replacement program. Then it continues down
the line to the location verification, inspection, identification of valves
and hydrants, and program development for annual testing and flushing, and repair or replacement.
As the assets are field-verified for their location, operating checks
are collected. A field observation can be captured into a GIS program
using mobile applications. A simple field form can be created using
Esri Survey123 for ArcGIS for identifying the need for clearing of the
area around the valve to ensure full access to the valve for operating purposes. A simple Pass/Fail or Yes/No answer can be acquired
through a mobile field form to alert the supervisor of the need for field
maintenance. Work order assignments for clearing around a valve or
cleaning of the valve box can be deployed through mobile work order
applications such as Esri Workforce for ArcGIS or VUEWorks MobileVUE. The GIS program is highly customizable and can capture
additional information such as the amount of turns for exercising the
valve and what fire hydrant is controlled by the valve.

Before implementing GIS, it is necessary first to understand what it
is. In an average water distribution system, thousands of infrastructure
assets need to be monitored and managed for the duration of their life
cycle. The WQAA has mandated verification of the location of existing
assets using GPS technology. However, several requirements can be
satisfied using a combination of GPS and GIS.

After collecting the location of fire hydrants, assignment of flushing
IDs can be added to the GIS hydrant dataset. Maps can be generated for
a visual tool for field staff to follow as flushing takes place. A recorded
date of flushing along with condition inventory of the hydrant can be
captured through Esri Survey123 for ArcGIS and Esri Workforce for
ArcGIS.

For utilities with an exhaustive history, confirming asset location using
GPS and condition can be a daunting task. But, if you’re dedicating
valuable time and staff to making this gigantic effort to satisfy the
WQAA, adding the GIS component into the mix at the same time not
only makes sense, it’s the most efficient way to track and maintain
assets going forward.

Web-based GIS

The end product is an interactive GIS base map to which layers of
information can be added as an overlay to show information about the
corresponding street system that might show the location of valves,
fire hydrants, storm drains, outfalls, stop signs, etc. These overlays en-

Today’s GIS programs are also web-based, which gives users the capability to store a large amount of data within a secure web server (the
cloud). This means that asset data can be accessed and updated in the
field through hand-held devices with platforms such as Windows, iOS,
and Android. As the data is collected or edited, it is sent to a secure
web server in real time for simultaneous use in the office. It also can be
configured to enable staff to launch live service requests, manage, and
report on the status of those work assignments directly from the field.
The beauty of a GPS/GIS-based asset management program is that,
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while it takes a lot of initial input to get up and running, once it’s done,
not only will the program be configured to exact specifications, but it
puts system information literally at your fingertips. Because information about critical infrastructure is now being stored in the cloud, another component of the WQAA requires the adoption of a cybersecurity
program to be integrated with any internet-connected control system.
Since GIS captures data related to positions on the earth’s surface, it
can also provide aerial imagery. Having an accurate snapshot of asset
location stored on the cloud before a disaster occurs, such as a hurricane or severe flooding, can help expedite post-storm repairs because
you have an exact record of what previously existed. Even if fire or
flooding were to destroy original documents and computer files, having
them stored in the web-based GIS server cloud would keep them safely
intact. GIS programs are also a valuable tool because they offer design
tools for creation of construction documents and as-built plans.

Data accuracy

The current New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
(NJDEP) horizontal accuracy standards for GPS location is within 5
meters. However, since GPS is a space-based radio navigation system,
it provides geolocation and time information to a GPS receiver anywhere on or near the Earth. Because GIS uses GPS, you can tag an asset in the GIS program within a 1-centimeter accuracy when coupling
your device with an external GPS antenna meeting positional accuracy
needs.

Conclusion

Using GIS asset management solutions provides one access point for
viewing, maintaining, and managing assets. While the initial implementation of a GIS application takes a little leg work to set up, once
it is up and running it is well worth the investment to have the depth
of detail regarding assets and an improvement in the ability to manage
them.
Additionally, throughout 2018, New Jersey is offering free training at
various locations around the state to educate water distribution system
owners through the New Jersey Water Association (NJWA). Maser
Consulting P.A. has teamed with the NJWA to show them how they can
implement GIS asset management technology to manage the requirements mandated by the WQAA for compliance.
The training also covers how to get started with GIS and GPS programs
by using Esri software applications coupled with web-based asset
management programs. The course not only provides education on the
WQAA requirements of mapping and maintaining a water system, but
also is a credited course for New Jersey-licensed water and wastewater
operators.
SUZANNE M. ZITZMAN, GISP, is GIS Asset Management Services Division leader
with Maser Consulting P.A. MARALIESE BEVERIDGE is public relations specialist
with Maser Consulting. (www.maserconsulting.com).

uav + surveying

Field discovery

Real-time surveying with a scanning total station unexpectedly
opens new business opportunities.
By Mary Jo Wagner

For surveyors, the “unexpected” in the field is not usually welcome.

Surprises lead to challenges to resolve, time delays, and often, increased
costs.
But occasionally, there are pleasant surprises. Like when Even
Sellevoll, a survey engineer with Norwegian company Geomatikk
Survey, set up his integrated total station and scanner instrument to
survey a power line, and it revealed a capability he wasn’t aware it
had. That unexpected discovery completely changed his approach to
the survey assignment –– in a good way.
The project required Geomatikk Survey to measure and adjust the sag
of new, high-voltage power lines on a mountain in Sogn og Fjordane,
a county in western Norway. The original strategy was Sellevoll and
his colleague, Svein Ivar Vestbø, would use the company’s newly
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acquired Trimble SX10 scanning total station to acquire the needed
measurements and process the data to calculate how much adjusting
the lines needed. But then…
“When we pointed the SX10 at the first power line, the sensor
automatically locked on to the line itself, even though there was no
prism,” Sellevoll said. “That was very interesting because we didn’t
know that it would do that. What that meant was we could not only
more easily and accurately survey the lines, we could adjust their sag
in real time, directly in the field.”
And just like that, a project originally scheduled for several days
work was suddenly reduced to a single day. The new technology was
not only a game changer in the field, it is proving to be the business
development tool it was acquired to be — an instrument to redefine
real-time surveying and to reap the revenue benefits of new business
opportunities.

Real-time measuring and monitoring

In mid-August 2017, Sellevoll and Vestbø climbed into a helicopter
and flew up 600 meters to the top of a mountain in Leikanger, a small
town on the northern shore of Sognefjord, the longest and deepest fjord
in Norway and the second-longest in the world.

Hanging above the steep, angular surface of the mountainous terrain
was a 450-meter-long section of four power lines that their customer,
BKK Enotek, had just installed. After installing the cables, BKK had
tried to determine and set the appropriate sag levels using a traditional
sag scope. But the precipitous landscape and the span between the two
towers made it too difficult to accurately calibrate the lines. So, the
Geomatikk Survey crew took on the task of measuring the sag and
assisting BKK in correcting the sag elevation to meet the height and
tension tolerances.
To spatially ground the project data, Sellevoll and Vestbø used their
Trimble R10 GNSS receiver and SX10 total station technology to
establish control.
Standing beneath the utility tower at one end of the line, they aimed the
SX10 directly overhead and collected a point where the cable connects
to the tower, a process they repeated for each power line. They then
set up underneath the other tower and acquired four more connection
points. With the instrument’s controller, they determined a chord
(straight line) between each power line’s end points and established a
vertical offset from the chord down to the existing power line. Given
the length of the cables, their above-ground height of 25 meters, and
the current temperature of about 17°C, BKK specified that each cable’s
sag needed to be 6.26 meters below the chord at the lowest point.
“The ability to see and compare the chord line with the existing
powerline on the controller’s big screen enabled us to see in real time
how much each line was outside of tolerance,” Sellevoll said. “So
when they adjusted and lifted the cable, we could monitor it on the
controller and see that it needed 50 cm more or 10 cm more until it was
in the correct position.”

When the Trimble SX10 scanning total station was pointed at the power line, the
sensor automatically locked onto the line itself, even though there was no prism.

Measuring to an accuracy of plus/minus 3 cm, the Geomatikk Survey
team determined that each of the four power lines was hanging too low
— between 1.5 meters and 2 meters below the acceptable sag limit.
With a BKK crew positioned at the transformer station down in the
valley, Sellevoll and his colleague instructed the tensioning team via
telephone. Starting with line one, he aimed the SX10 and once it had
locked onto the cable, he told the crew how much adapting it needed.
Then he followed the cable movements in real time, guiding the BKK
crew until the line’s sag was in the correct position.
“I had never worked like this before, so it was quite cool to watch
the lines being adjusted right before my eyes,” Sellevoll said. “And
because the SX10 locks onto the line, we only had to aim it once and
follow it on the controller. With a traditional total station, we would
have had to manually aim the instrument and measure the cable’s
position each time it moved. If it had been windy, it would have been
much more difficult to do.”

A view to new business

Although BKK did not require a scan of the power lines, Sellevoll
and Vestbø used the opportunity in the field both to test the scanning
capabilities of the SX10 and to provide detailed 3D-derived
documentation to their client.

A steep slope and the 450-foot span between two towers made it difficult to accurately
calibrate the sag on four powerlines using a traditional sag scope.
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Setting up near each utility pole in a position where the cables were
about 18 meters directly overhead, they scanned the entire 450-meterlong section in two scans, one from the top of the slope and one from
the bottom. Collecting 26,600 points per second, each scan took about
10 minutes to complete, acquiring a 3D scan of all four power lines and
two towers in 20 minutes.
“The scanner is surprisingly quick and is quite precise,” Sellevoll
said. “It can produce a 360-degree scan directly overhead. And it
automatically registers the data so you don’t have to georeference the
point cloud during post-processing, which is a huge time savings.”
Back in the office, the Geomatikk Survey team used Trimble Business
Center software to integrate the point cloud data and survey data. They
then produced a vector-based report, coupled with supporting pointcloud screenshots, to verify that the power lines were adjusted to
BKK specifications. That documentation was prepared in one day and
delivered to BKK the day after.

Collecting 26,600 points per second, surveyors acquired a 3D scan
of all four power lines and two towers in 20 minutes.

“We were very pleased with how smoothly the measurement went and
that we could do it in real-time,” said Jan Reime, a project manager
with BKK. “An additional bonus for us and our client was the ability
to deliver a written report with the actual measurements enclosed.”
“We could not have completed the field work or the project report as
well and as quickly as we did with traditional total station technology,”
Sellevel said. “The ability to switch between total station surveying
and scanning with one instrument allows us to be so much more
efficient, both in time and costs. As the scanning gives us the data and
detail of an entire project, we can revisit the site virtually as many
times as we need without having to leave the office. And with the autolock feature of the SX10, we now have the ability to take on projects
that require real-time surveying, opening up a whole range of business
development opportunities.”
Indeed, based on their debut success in Leikanger, BKK commissioned
Geomatikk Survey to return to a different section of the same power
line and perform the same sag-measuring work. Colleagues all across
Norway have also gotten wind of that project, and they all seem to be
curious about the real-time aspect of surveying.
This rising interest could lead to more helicopter rides in Sellevoll’s
future. He knows there may be more of the unexpected, but he’s
confident he has the right tools to resolve them.

MARY JO WAGNER is a freelance writer, editor, and media consultant based in
Vancouver, B.C.

Measuring to an accuracy of plus/minus 3 cm, the Geomatikk Survey
team determined that each of the four power lines was hanging too low —
between 1.5 meters and 2 meters below the acceptable sag limit.
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Continuing Education

College and
career game
Georgetown University research highlights
the value of an engineering degree.

American higher education is risky business

for students and taxpayers, and it’s getting
riskier. Tuition and fees at public four-year
colleges and universities have risen 19 times
faster than average family incomes. The
investment that students and their families
make in higher education has become crucial
as college degrees are now worth almost
twice as much as high school diplomas.
In addition, the increased complexity of the
college landscape has diminished transparency
about student outcomes: Programs of study
more than quintupled between 1985 and
2010, from 410 to 2,260; and the number
of occupations with unique educational
requirements tripled to more than 800.
To untangle today’s college and career maze,
new research from the Georgetown University
Center on Education and the Workforce
(Georgetown Center) — Five Rules of the
College and Career Game — shows that
college is less about what college you go to
and what degree you get but more about the
returns of individual college programs. Since
the 1980s, 60 percent to 70 percent of the
increase in earnings inequality has been due
to differences in access to college programs
with labor market value.
“The variety of college programs today is a
Tower of Babel,” said Anthony P. Carnevale,
lead author of the report and director of
the Georgetown Center. “We need to help
students decipher their options in the first
major investment in the journey from youth
dependency to independent adulthood.”
About half of Americans (51 percent) would
change their degree type, institution, or major
if they could do it over again, according to the

Figure 1: Median earnings by field of study. Image: Five Rules of the College and Career Game

results of a 2017 Gallup Poll. These regrets
were influenced by a number of factors, but
one was lack of information about a degree
and the careers it would lead to.
As postsecondary education and training has
become the most well-traveled pathway to
middle class earnings, students, their families,
and educators need to learn five rules in the
college and career game. And sometimes
those rules are contradictory.
Rule 1: More education is usually better —
Median earnings increase with each additional
level of educational attainment. The median
earnings of a high school diploma holder are
$36,000, while a BA holder makes $62,000,
and a graduate degree holder earns $80,000,
on average.
Rule 2: Majors matter more — A bachelor’s
degree in architecture and engineering leads
to median annual earnings of $85,000,
almost double the median annual earnings of
education majors of $46,000.

Rule 4: Less education can be worth more
— Twenty-eight percent of associate’s degree
holders, and many workers with one-year
certificates, earn more than the average BA
holder. Some bachelor’s degree holders earn
more than the average worker with a graduate
degree.
Rule 5: Most humanities and liberal arts
majors never catch up with the highestearning majors such as STEM, health care,
and business. Earnings for majors such as
business, biology and life sciences, and
physical sciences can overtake earnings of
social science majors at later ages.
Access the full report — Five Rules of
the College and Career Game — and an
interactive tool that explores earnings returns
of college majors nationally and by state at
https://cew.georgetown.edu/5Rules.
Information provided by Georgetown University Center on Education and the Workforce
(https://cew.georgetown.edu).

Rule 3: Majors are important, but they
do not control one’s destiny — The top
25 percent of liberal arts majors ($81,000)
make more than the bottom 25 percent
of architecture and engineering majors
($60,000) — see Figure 1.
august 2018
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SPECIFY

01. Precast bioretention system

02. Two-story moment frame

03. Stormwater system app

Oldcastle Precast announced that its BioMod
Modular Bioretention System received equivalency
approval from the Washington State Department
of Ecology as a stormwater bioretention planter or
planter box. The BioMod system is a conventional,
vegetated bioretention system designed as a series
of modular precast concrete sections that are filled
with layers of mulch, bioretention media, and
drain rock. By granting the BioMod “functional
equivalency,” Ecology formally recognized that
Oldcastle’s system does not need to go through the
Technology Assessment Protocol – Ecology (TAPE)
program for approval and may be designed using the
same standards and criteria as any non-proprietary
bioretention planter or planter box.

Simpson Strong-Tie displayed the seismic
resiliency of a two-story Simpson Strong-Tie
Strong Frame special moment frame at the 2018
Pacific Coast Builders Conference in June and
showcased 3D modeling software along with stateof-the-art planning solutions from CG Visions.
Acquired by Simpson Strong-Tie in January
2017, CG Visions provides BIM consultation,
technology, and services to single-family and
multifamily residential builders. Designed to
provide optimal moment transfer solutions for
both new and retrofit projects, the Simpson StrongTie Strong Frame special moment frame features
Yield-Link structural fuse technology to ensure the
resiliency of the frame during seismic events.

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.’s (ADS)
SiteASSIST mobile app provides detailed instructions
and animated videos for installation of StormTech
chambers used in underground stormwater retention
and detention systems. Additionally, the app can
provide access to the ADS and StormTech engineering
department. The SiteASSIST app allows users to
upload images and ask specific questions, which
are addressed by ADS and StormTech engineering
services. Additionally, contractors can schedule a preconstruction meeting via the app with ADS personnel.
Other ADS mobile apps include the ADS Installation
Guides and the Agricultural Drainage App. All are
available in English and Spanish and are free to
download from the App Store and Google Play.

Oldcastle Precast
www.oldcastleprecast.com

Simpson Strong-Tie
www.strongtie.com

Advanced Drainage Systems, Inc.
www.ads-pipe.com

Structural
Engineers Axiom #7
Structural Engineers Axiom #7

Professional
Liability
Professional
Liability
is Essential.
is essential.
Overpaying
is Not.
Overpaying is not.

It pays to have the right professional liability coverage. But you
t pays to have the right professhouldn’t overpay.
sional liability coverage. But you
shouldn’t overpay.
At Fenner & Esler, we’re more
At Fenner & Esler, we’re more
than just brokers. We’re A/E
than just brokers. We’re A/E
specialists. Delivering the right
specialists. Delivering the right
coverage and value to design
coverage and value to design
ﬁrms of all sizes since 1923.
firms of all sizes since 1923.
With multiple insurance carriers.
With multiple insurance carriers.
And a proven track record
And a proven track record
serving the unique risks of
serving the unique risks of
structural structural
engineers.
engineers.

I

Get
a quote—overnight.
Get a quote — overnight.
Visit:
Visit:
www.insurance4structurals.com
www.fenner-esler.com
www.insurance4structurals.com
Click
“Need
a Quote”
Click “Need
a Quote”

Call toll-free:
Call
toll-free:
866-PE-PROTEK
866-PE-PROTEK
(866-737-7683
x.208)
Ask for Tim Esler.
(866-737-7683
x.208)
Ask for Tim Esler.
Email:
Email:
tim@Insurance4Structurals.com
tesler@fenner-esler.com
tim@Insurance4Structurals.com
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T H E P RO F E S S I O N A L’ S C H O I C E
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HydroCAD

Stormwater Modeling
Preferred by the majority of
the top civil engineering firms
for its broad technical
capabilities and ease-of-use,
HydroCAD takes the TR-20
and TR-55 methodology to
the next level, with powerful
options for outlet devices,
pond storage, rainfall
libraries, pumps, vortex
valves, underground
chambers, CAD import, and
much, much, more.

Complete NRCS TR-20, TR-55, SBUH, & Rational hydrology,
plus hydraulics, pond design, chamber layout & much more!
HydroCAD is surprisingly affordable, with a unique pricing
structure that lets you expand your node capacity and usercount as your needs grow. With the extensive Help system,
tutorials, web articles, self-study program, webinars, and
free email support you’ve got all the resources you need to
get the job done right and on-time.

Try our Free HydroCAD Sampler at www.hydrocad.net
HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC, Box 477, Chocorua, NH 03817 1-800-927-7246
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Visit their site and tell them we sent you!
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NOTICE: Articles and advertisements in this publication are often contributed by third parties.
Owners and staff of this publication attempt to assure accuracy of content. In the publication
process, it is possible that typographical, editorial, or other errors august occur. The reader is
warned to make independent verification of any techniques, methods, or processes contained
herein before implementation. Techniques, methods, or processes published in this magazine have
not been independently verified or tested by the staff of this publication and are not endorsed or
recommended by this publication, which disclaims any responsibility for results or consequences of
their implementation. Reader assumes full risk of loss, damage, or injury to persons or property from
the implementation. Anyone who purchased this publication under the mistaken impression that the
contents herein had been independently tested or verified by this publication august submit a written
request for a full refund of subscription price within thirty (30) days of date of purchase. The foregoing
is the sole remedy hereunder against the publisher, its staff, and owners for any claim related to any
techniques, methods, or processes set forth herein.
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Give us a call.
Beth Brooks
Director of Sales
bbrooks@zweiggroup.com
479.502.2972
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BENCHMARKS

Energy costs favor wind,
solar, and batteries
Wind and solar are set to surge to almost “50 by 50” — 50 percent of

world generation by 2050 — on the back of precipitous reductions in
cost and the advent of cheaper batteries that will enable electricity to be
stored and discharged to meet shifts in demand and supply, according
to Bloomberg New Energy Finance (BNEF). BNEF’s annual long-term
analysis of the future of the global electricity system — New Energy
Outlook (NEO) 2018 — draws on detailed research by a team of more
than 65 analysts around the world, including modeling of power systems
country-by-country, and of the evolving cost dynamics of different
technologies.
This year’s outlook is the first to highlight the impact that falling battery
costs will have on the electricity mix during the coming decades. BNEF
predicted that lithium-ion battery prices, already down by nearly 80
percent per megawatt-hour since 2010, will continue to tumble as electric
vehicle manufacturing builds up through the 2020s.
Seb Henbest, head of Europe, Middle East, and Africa for BNEF and
lead author of NEO 2018, said, “We see $548 billion being invested in
battery capacity by 2050, two thirds of that at the grid level and one third
installed behind-the-meter by households and businesses. The arrival of
cheap battery storage will mean that it becomes increasingly possible
to finesse the delivery of electricity from wind and solar so that these
technologies can help meet demand even when the wind isn’t blowing
and the sun isn’t shining. The result will be renewables eating up more
and more of the existing market for coal, gas, and nuclear.”
NEO 2018 forecasts $11.5 trillion being invested globally in new
power generation capacity between 2018 and 2050, with $8.4 trillion
of that going to wind and solar and $1.5 trillion to other zero-carbon
technologies such as hydro and nuclear. This investment will produce
a 17-fold increase in solar photovoltaic (PV) capacity worldwide, and a
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sixfold increase in wind power capacity. The levelized cost of electricity
(LCOE) from new PV plants is forecast to fall a further 71 percent by
2050, while that for onshore wind drops by a further 58 percent. These
two technologies have already seen LCOE reductions of 77 percent and
41 percent, respectively, between 2009 and 2018.
Elena Giannakopoulou, head of energy economics at BNEF, said, “Coal
emerges as the biggest loser in the long run. Beaten on cost by wind and
PV for bulk electricity generation, and batteries and gas for flexibility,
the future electricity system will reorganize around cheap renewables —
coal gets squeezed out.”
The role of gas in the generation mix will evolve, with gas-fired power
stations increasingly built and used to provide back-up for renewables
rather than to produce base-load electricity. BNEF forecasts $1.3 trillion
being invested in new capacity to 2050, nearly half of it in “gas peaker”
plants rather than combined-cycle turbines. Gas-fired generation is seen
rising 15 percent between 2017 and 2050, although its share of global
electricity declines from 21 percent to 15 percent.
NEO 2018 also analyzes the impact of the electrification of transport
on electricity consumption. It estimates that electric cars and buses will
be using 3,461 terawatt hours of electricity globally in 2050, equivalent
to 9 percent of total demand. About half of the necessary charging is
forecast to be done on a “dynamic” basis, taking advantage of times
when electricity prices are low because of high renewables output.
This analysis draws on BNEF’s latest Electric Vehicle Outlook, published
in May, which predicted that EVs would account for 28 percent of
global new car sales by 2030 and 55 percent by 2040. Electric buses are
expected to dominate their market even more decisively, reaching 84
percent global share by 2030.
More information on BNEF’s New Energy Outlook 2018 is available at
https://about.bnef.com/new-energy-outlook.
Information provided by Bloomberg New Energy Finance
(https://about.bnef.com).

Poor channel restoration is the main
source of sediment pollution.

RoLanka’s biodegradable erosion and sediment control
products help to keep sediment where they belong.

BioD-Mat
woven bristle coir mat

No more sediment
pollution

Use RoLanka’s heavy-duty
BioD-Mat 70 or BioD-Mat 90
woven bristle coir mats as
channel liners and flexible
coir wattle check dams.

Available sizes
6 in. x 15 ft.
9 in. x 15 ft.
12 in. x 10 ft.

BioD-Watl
coir wattle

Creates easy-to-maintain
vegetated channels.

Coir wattles perform
better than straw wattles.

It is our environment,
let’s take care of it!

155 Andrew Drive | Stockbridge | GA 30281
1-800-760-3215 | www.rolanka.com | rolanka@rolanka.com
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